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Will My Cat Eat My Eyeballs?
Big Questions from Tiny Mortals

Caitlin Doughty

E

very day, funeral director Caitlin Doughty receives

• Major review attention

dozens of questions about death. What would happen

• National TV and radio interviews

to an astronaut’s body if it were pushed out of a space

shuttle? Do people poop when they die? Can Grandma have a
Viking funeral?
In the tradition of Randall Munroe’s What If ?, Doughty’s new

book, Will My Cat Eat My Eyeballs?, blends her scientific understanding of the body and the intriguing history behind common
misconceptions about corpses to offer factual, hilarious, and candid answers to more than fifty urgent questions posed by her
youngest fans. Readers will learn what happens if you die on an
airplane, the best soil for mummifying your dog, and whether or
not you can preserve your friend’s skull as a keepsake.

• Print and online features
• Author tour: New York, Chicago,
Washington DC, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Seattle
• Email marketing to Caitlin
Doughty fan list
• Outreach to author community:
CaitlinDoughty.com |
@thegooddeath |
fb: thegooddeath |
ig: thegooddeath
• Early outreach and giveaways
on Goodreads
• Online advertising
• Social media promotion
• Library marketing

Featuring illustrations from Dianné Ruiz, Will My Cat Eat My
Eyeballs? will delight anyone interested in the fascinating truth
about what will happen (to our bodies) after we die.

Mara Zehler

C A I T L I N D O U G H T Y is a licensed mortician and
the New York Times best-selling author of Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes and From Here to Eternity. She created the “Ask a Mortician” web series and owns a funeral home in Los Angeles,
California.

4 September
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ALSO AVAILABLE

From Here
to Eternity
978-0-393-35628-1
$15.95

Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes
978-0-393-35190-3
$15.95

$25.95 hardcover (Can. $34.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65270-3
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 36 illustrations
208 pages • DEATH AND DYING

Best-selling author and licensed mortician
Caitlin Doughty answers real questions from kids
about death, dead bodies, and decomposition.

New Titles
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How to Treat People
A Nurse’s Notes

Molly Case

$25.95 hardcover (Can. $34.95) • CQ 24
Territory C • ISBN 978-1-324-00346-5
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 272 pages • MEDICINE

A fascinating and poignant memoir of
the body and its care, told through the
experiences of a young nurse.

A

s a teenager, Molly Case underwent an operation that saved her life.
Nearly a decade later, she finds herself in the operating room again—
this time as a trainee nurse. She learns to care for her patients, sharing
not only their pain, but also life-a ffirming moments of hope. In doing so,
she offers a compelling account of the processes that keep them alive,
from respiratory examinations to surgical prep. But when Molly’s father
is admitted to the cardiac unit where she works, the professional and the
personal suddenly collide.
In rich, lyrical prose, Case illustrates the intricacies of the human condition through the hand of a stranger, offered in solace, and in a person’s
last breaths. Weaving together medical history, art, memoir, and science,
How to Treat People explores the oscillating rhythms of life and death in a
tender reminder that we can all find meaning in the lives of others.

Ray Roberts

M O L LY C AS E

6 September
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• Major review attention
• National radio interviews
• Print and online features
• Outreach to
author community:
MollyCaseSpeaks.com |
@mollycasespeaks |
ig: mollycasespeaks
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Buzz mailings to
medical community
• Reading group promotions
• Library marketing

was born and raised in London, where she works as a cardiac nurse spe-

cialist at St. George’s Hospital. Also a poet and spoken-word artist, her works have appeared
in the Guardian, the Independent, the Times, Elle, and the Huffington Post.

New Titles
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Super Pumped
The Battle for Uber

Mike Isaac

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65224-6
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 320 pages • BUSINESS

A New York Times technology
correspondent presents the dramatic
rise and fall of Uber, set against the rapid
upheaval in Silicon Valley during the
mobile era.

• Author tour: New York,
Washington DC, Boston,
San Francisco, Los Angeles
• Major review attention
• National TV and radio
interviews
• Print and online features
• Satellite radio tour

I

n June 2017, Travis Kalanick, the hard-charging CEO of Uber, was
ousted in a boardroom coup that capped a brutal year for the transportation giant. Uber had catapulted to the top of the tech world yet for many
came to symbolize everything wrong with Silicon Valley. In the tradition
of Brad Stone’s Everything Store and John Carreyrou’s Bad Blood, award-
winning investigative reporter Mike Isaac’s Super Pumped delivers a gripping account of Uber’s rapid rise, its pitched battles with taxi unions and
drivers, the company’s toxic internal culture and the bare-knuckle tactics
it devised to overcome obstacles in its quest for dominance.
Based on hundreds of interviews with current and former Uber employees, along with previously unpublished documents, Super Pumped is a
page-turning story of ambition and deception, obscene wealth and bad
behavior, that explores how blistering technological and financial innovation culminated in one of the most catastrophic twelve-month periods in
American corporate history.

M I K E I SAAC

• Op-eds timed to publication
• Social media campaign
• Buzz mailing to tech CEOs
• Online advertising
• Outreach to
author community:
@MikeIsaac |
ig: mike_isaac

is a technology reporter at the New York Times whose Uber coverage won

Helena Price

the Gerald Loeb Award for distinguished business reporting. He runs the weekly technology
newsletter Bits with Farhad Manjoo, and appears often on MSNBC. He lives in San Francisco,
California.

New Titles
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Summertime
George Gershwin’s Life in Music

Richard Crawford

$39.95 hardcover (Can. $53.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-05215-2
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 8 pages of photographs
560 pages • BIOGRAPHY

The life of a beloved American composer
reflected through his music, writings,
and letters.

N

ew York City native and gifted pianist George Gershwin blossomed
as an accompanist before his talent as a songwriter opened the way
to Broadway, where he fashioned his own brand of American music. He
composed a long run of musical comedies, with his brother Ira as lyricist, and several classical works, while his charm and warmth made him
a favored houseguest in New York social circles (and linked him romantically with pianist-composer Kay Swift).
His 1924 Rhapsody in Blue was an instant classic rooted in in his absorption of African American music. A decade later came a groundbreaking
“folk opera”: Porgy and Bess, his magnum opus. The brothers then left
New York to write songs for Hollywood—but their work was cut short
when George developed a brain tumor. At thirty-eight, he died a beloved
American artist.
Acclaimed music historian Richard Crawford traces the arc of Gershwin’s remarkable life, seamlessly blending colorful anecdotes with a discussion of Gershwin’s unforgettable oeuvre.

R I C H A R D C R AW F O R D

• Regional author lectures and
appearances
• Major review attention
• National radio interviews
• Early outreach and
promotion on Goodreads
• Social media promotion
• Buzz mailings to music-
history professors

is a professor emeritus at the University of Michigan, a member of the Amer-

ican Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a past president of the American Musicological Society. He has published ten books on American music. He lives in Michigan.

8 September
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The Stakes
2020 and the Survival of American Democracy

Robert Kuttner

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00365-6
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 256 pages • POLITICAL SCIENCE

To save both democracy and a decent
economy, here’s why it’s crucial that
Americans elect a truly progressive
president.

• Author tour: New York,
Washington DC, Boston
• Major review attention
• National media interviews
• Print and online features
• Op-eds timed to publication

T

Michael Lionstar

he 2020 presidential election will be pivotal for the credibility of government and for democracy itself, argues Robert Kuttner in this brief
and compelling call to arms. Either we continue the twin slides into corrupt autocracy and corporate plutocracy—t he course set in the past half
century by Republican and Democratic presidents alike—or we elect a
progressive Democrat in the mold of FDR. At stake is nothing less than
the continued success of the American experiment in liberal democracy,
which depends on a fairer distribution of life chances and a reduction of
the financial industry’s influence in the political sphere. Kuttner goes
on to show convincingly that a progressive Democrat also has a better
chance than a centrist of winning the presidency in the current political
environment.
A passionate book from one of our best political analysts, The Stakes
will be the book to read ahead of the 2020 primaries.

R O B E R T KU T T N E R

• Tie-in with author lectures
• Social media promotion
• Outreach to
author community:
@rkuttnerwrites
• Buzz mailings to political
leaders nationwide
ALSO AVAILABLE

Can Democracy Survive
Global Capitalism?
978-0-393-35689-2
$17.95

is cofounder and coeditor of the American Prospect, and a for-

mer columnist for Business Week, the Washington Post, and the Boston Globe. He holds the
Ida and Meyer Kirstein Chair at Brandeis University, and lives in Boston.

New Titles
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The Accusation
Blood Libel in an American Town

Edward Berenson

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-24942-2
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 29 illustrations • 256 pages • HISTORY

A fascinating investigation of America’s
only alleged case of blood libel, and what
it reveals about anti-Semitism in the United
States and Europe.

O

Steven Branda Courtesy
of NYU Photo Bureau

WWNcat_F19_3pp_rev.indd 10

• Major review attention
• National radio interviews
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Targeted outreach to Jewish
publications

n Saturday, September 22, 1928, Barbara Griffith, age 4, strayed into
the woods surrounding the upstate village of Massena, New York.
Hundreds of people looked everywhere for the child but could not find
her; several hours into the search, someone suggested that Barbara had
been kidnapped and killed by Jews. The mayor and local police believed
the rumor, and suddenly the allegation of ritual murder, known to Jews as
“blood libel,” took hold. Rational people in government and Jewish leaders
had to intervene to restore calm once Barbara was found safe and sound.
That so many embraced the accusation seems bizarre at first glance—
blood libel was essentially unknown in the United States—but a great
many of Massena’s inhabitants, Christians and Jews alike, had emigrated
recently from Central and Eastern Europe, where it was all too common.
The Accusation is a shocking and perceptive cross-cultural exploration of
American and European responses to anti-Semitism.

10 September

• Greater New York
events and media

E DWA R D B E R E N S O N

• Social media promotion
• Buzz mailings to history and
Jewish-studies professors
• Outreach to author
community:
EdwardBerenson.com
• Library marketing

is a professor of history at New York University. He is the

author of Europe in the Modern World and The Statue of Liberty: A Transatlantic Story. He lives
in Tarrytown, New York, with his wife, Catherine Johnson.

New Titles
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The Shadow King
A Novel

Maaza Mengiste

$26.95 hardcover • CQ 16
Territory B • ISBN 978-0-393-08356-9
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 448 pages • FICTION

“A brilliant novel, lyrically lifting history
towards myth. It’s also compulsively
readable. I devoured it in two days.”
—Salman Rushdie

• Major review attention
• National media interviews
• Author talks and
appearances
• Print and online features

I

n 1935, orphaned servant Hirut struggles to adapt to her new household as Ethiopia faces Mussolini’s looming invasion. As the battles
begin in earnest, Hirut and other women must care for the wounded.
But when Emperor Haile Selassie goes into exile and Ethiopia is about to
lose hope, Hirut helps to disguise a gentle peasant as the emperor to keep
the fight alive. She becomes his guard, inspiring women to join the war
against fascism.
In this extraordinary, beautifully told epic, Hirut overcomes rape,
violence, and imprisonment, finding the strength to fight for her country’s freedom and her own. Maaza Mengiste breathes life into complicated characters on both sides of the battle line, shaping a searing story
of ordinary women and the advanced army they courageously opposed.
Set against the first real conflict of World War II, The Shadow King is a
heartrending, indelible exploration of what it means to be a woman at war.

Simon Hurst Photography

• Author tour: New York,
Boston, Washington DC

M AA Z A M E N G I ST E

• Op-eds timed to publication
• Author lecture tie-ins
• Outreach to
author community:
MaazaMengiste.com |
@maazamengiste |
fb: Beneath-the-Lions-Gaze-
by-Maaza-Mengiste |
ig: maazamengiste
• Library marketing
ALSO AVAILABLE

Beneath the Lion’s Gaze
978-0-393-33888-1
$15.95

was born in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. A Fulbright Scholar and

professor at Queens College, she is also the author of Beneath the Lion’s Gaze, named one of
the Guardian’s Ten Best Contemporary African Books. She lives in New York City.

New Titles
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The Second Founding
How the Civil War and Reconstruction Remade the Constitution

Eric Foner

T

he Declaration of Independence announced equality
as an American ideal, but it took the Civil War and the
subsequent adoption of three constitutional amend-

• Author tour: New York, Boston,
Philadelphia
• Major review attention
• National TV and radio interviews

ments to establish that ideal as American law. The Reconstruc-

• Print and online features

tion amendments abolished slavery, guaranteed due process and

• Op-eds timed to publication

the equal protection of the law, and equipped black men with the

• Academic marketing

right to vote. The federal government, not the states, was put in
charge of enforcement. By grafting the principle of equality onto
the Constitution, the amendments marked the second founding

• Outreach to
author community:
EricFoner.com
• Library marketing

of the United States.
Eric Foner’s rich, insightful history conveys the dramatic origins of these revolutionary amendments in citizen meetings and
political negotiations. He explores the momentous court decisions that then narrowed and even nullified the rights guaranteed
in these amendments. Today, issues of birthright citizenship, voting rights, due process, and equal protection are still in dispute,
the ideal of equality yet to be achieved.

ERIC FONER,

Erin Silber Photography

Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The
Fiery Trial and De Witt Clinton Professor of History Emeritus at Columbia University, is the preeminent historian of the
Civil War era. He lives in New York City.

12 September
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ALSO AVAILABLE

The Fiery Trial
978-0-393-34066-2
$18.95

Gateway to
Freedom
978-0-393-35219-1
$16.95

Our Lincoln
978-0-393-33705-1
$17.95

The Story of
American Freedom
978-0-393-31962-0
$19.95

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65257-4
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 288 pages • HISTORY

From the Pulitzer Prize–winning historian, an
authoritative story of the constitutional changes that
built equality into the nation’s foundation.

New Titles
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Beyond Belief
Faith and Human Nature

Melvin Konner

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65186-7
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 336 pages • RELIGION

An anthropologist examines the nature of
religiosity, and how it shapes and benefits
humankind.

B

eyond Belief is a scientist’s answer to attacks on faith by some well-
meaning scientists and philosophers—a firm rebuke of the “Four
Horsemen”: Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett, Sam Harris, and Christopher Hitchens, known for writing about religion as something irrational
and ultimately harmful. Konner, who was raised as an Orthodox Jew but
has lived his adult life without such faith, explores the psychology, development, brain science, evolution, and even genetics of the varied religious
impulses we as a species experience.
Conceding that faith is not for everyone, he views religious people with
a sympathetic eye; his own upbringing, his apprenticeship in the trance-
dance religion of the African Bushmen, and his friends in Christian, Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim, and other faiths have all shaped his perspective. He
concludes that religion does much good as well as undoubted harm, and
that for at least a large minority of humanity, the belief in things unseen
neither can nor should go away.

Ann Cale Kruger

M E LV I N KO N N E R ,

14 September
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• National media interviews
• Regional Atlanta events
and media
• Major review and
feature attention
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Social media promotion
• Buzz mailings to religious
thought leaders
• Outreach to
author community:
MelvinKonner.com |
@tangledwing
• Library marketing
ALSO AVAILABLE

Women After All
978-0-393-35231-3
$16.95

MD, is Samuel Candler Dobbs Professor in the Department of

Anthropology and the Program in Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology at Emory University. He is the author of Women After All, Becoming a Doctor, and Medicine at the Crossroads,
among other books.

New Titles
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The Stoic Challenge
A Philosopher’s Guide to Becoming
Tougher, Calmer, and More Resilient

William B. Irvine

$25.95 hardcover (Can. $34.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65249-9
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 224 pages • PHILOSOPHY

Ancient Stoic insights combined with
modern psychological research help us
overcome—and even benefit from—
everyday obstacles.

• Major review attention
• National media interviews
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Early outreach and
promotion on Goodreads
• Social media promotion

S

ome people bounce back in response to setbacks; others break. We
often think that these responses are hardwired, but fortunately this
is not the case. Philosopher William B. Irvine combines key lessons from
the ancient Stoics—thinkers including Marcus Aurelius and Seneca—
with modern psychological techniques such as anchoring and framing to
develop a surprisingly simple strategy for dealing with life’s unpleasant
surprises. These include minor setbacks like being caught in a traffic jam
or having a flight cancelled, as well as major setbacks, like those experienced by physicist Stephen Hawking, who slowly lost the ability to move,
and surfer Bethany Hamilton, who lost an arm to a shark.
By using the updated Stoic strategy, we can transform life’s setbacks
into opportunities for becoming calmer, tougher, and more resilient. The
Stoic Challenge is a practical guide to using centuries-old wisdom to help
us better cope with the stresses of modern living.

Lori Daugherty

W I L L I A M B . I RV I N E

• Outreach to
author community:
WilliamBIrvine.com
• Library marketing

is professor of philosophy at Wright State University. The

author of seven books, including A Guide to the Good Life, he has also written for the Huffington Post, Salon, Time, and the BBC. He lives in Dayton, Ohio.

New Titles
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An American Sunrise
Poems

Joy Harjo

$25.95 hardcover (Can. $34.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00386-1
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 144 pages • POETRY

A stunning new volume from a celebrated
Native poet informed by her tribal history
and spiritual connection to the land.

I

n this powerful and stirring collection, Joy Harjo reflects on moving
to her tribe’s original lands for the first time, on the blessings and difficulties of remembering and re-experiencing her tribe’s forced removal,
and on being innately and irrevocably connected to her ancestors. From
the memory of her mother’s death to her beginnings in the Native rights
movement, Harjo’s intimate life intertwines with tribal history in poems
that sing of beauty and survival.

• Major review attention
• Print and online features
• Author readings and
appearances
• Outreach to
author community:
JoyHarjo.com | @JoyHarjo |
fb: JoyHarjo
ALSO AVAILABLE

Conflict Resolution
for Holy Beings
978-0-393-35363-1
$15.95

F rom “A n A m e r ic a n Su n r ise ”
We were running out of breath, as we ran out to meet ourselves, We
Were surfacing the edge of our ancestors’ fights, and ready to Strike
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Forty years later and we still want justice. We are still America. We.

J OY H A R J O

is the author of eight poetry collections and a memoir, Crazy Brave. The recipient of the 2017

Ruth Lilly Poetry Prize and the 2015 Wallace Stevens Award, she lives in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

16 September
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When Should
Law Forgive?
Martha Minow

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-08176-3
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 256 pages • LAW

What can forgiveness achieve in this age of
resentment?

• Major review attention

A

towering and beloved figure in legal scholarship, Martha Minow
explores the complicated intersection between law, justice, and forgiveness, asking whether law should encourage individuals to forgive and
when should the courts, public officials, and specific laws forgive? Minow
examines these questions through sometimes-troubling cases—comparing
the legal treatment of juvenile offenses in the US with international
responses to child soldiers, for example, and the legal forgiveness of corporate debt with the lack of forgiveness for consumer debt and student loans.
With compassion and acumen, Minow acknowledges that there are
certainly grounds for both individuals and societies to withhold forgiveness, but argues that there are also many places where letting go of justified grievances can make law more just, not less. This type of lawful
forgiveness might also nudge individuals and societies toward the respect
and generosity that comes with apology and restitution. Forgiveness does
not change the past, but it does enlarge the future.

Photo courtesy of
Harvard University

• Author tour: Boston,
New York, Washington DC,
Chicago

M A R T H A M I N OW

• National media interviews
• Tie-in with author lectures
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Targeted outreach to legal
publications
• Buzz mailings
• Academic marketing

is the 300th Anniversary University Professor and former dean of

the Harvard Law School, where she teaches courses on constitutional law and on law and
social change. She has written many influential books and articles about law and society.

New Titles
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Rethinking Consciousness
A Scientific Theory of Subjective Experience

Michael S. A. Graziano

$28.95 hardcover (Can. $38.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65261-1
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 7 illustrations • 256 pages • SCIENCE

Neuroscientist and psychologist Michael
Graziano puts forward a groundbreaking
new theory of the origin of consciousness.

• Major review attention
• Science and psychology
interviews and features
• National media interviews
• Essays timed to publication

F

ocusing attention can help an animal find food or flee a predator. It
also may have led to consciousness. Tracing evolution over millions of
years, Michael S. A. Graziano shows how neurons first allowed animals to
develop simple forms of attention: taking in messages from the environment, prioritizing them, and responding as necessary.
Then covert attention evolved—a roving, mental focus separate from
where the senses are pointed. To monitor and control covert attention,
Graziano posits in his attention schema theory, the brain evolved a simplified model of it—a cartoonish self-description depicting an internal
essence with a capacity for knowledge and experience. In other words,
consciousness. That self model not only gives us our intuitions about consciousness, but makes us empathetic social beings as we attribute it to
others. The theory also implies that uploading the data structure of consciousness into machines will someday be possible, and he discusses what
artificial consciousness will mean for our evolutionary future.

• New York and Princeton
author appearances
• Social media promotion
• Buzz mailings to
neuroscience and psychology
professors
• Outreach to
author community:
princeton.edu/~graziano/

M I C H A E L S . A . G R A Z I A N O , professor of psychology and neuroscience at Princeton University, is
author of four previous neuroscience books. He has written for the Atlantic, the New York Times, the Huffington
Post, and Aeon, and lives in Princeton, New Jersey.

18 September
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Felon
Poems

Reginald Dwayne Betts

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65214-7
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 96 pages • POETRY

A searing volume by a poet whose work
conveys “the visceral effect that prison has
on identity” (New York Times).

F

elon tells the story of one man in fierce, dazzling poems—canvassing
his wide range of emotions and experiences through homelessness,
underemployment, love, drug abuse, domestic violence, fatherhood, and
grace—a nd, in doing so, creates a travelogue for an imagined life. Reginald Dwayne Betts confronts the funk of postincarceration existence and
examines prison not as a static space, but as a force that enacts pressure
throughout a person’s life. Challenging the complexities of language,
Betts animates what it means to be a “felon.”

• Major review attention
• Print and online features
• National radio interviews
• Author readings and
appearances
• Social media promotion
• Outreach to
author community:
DwayneBetts.com |
@dwaynebetts

f rom “ Nigh t ”

Mamadi Doumbouya

What she tells me: prison killed you
my love, killed you so dead that you’re not
here now, you’re never here, you’re always.

R E G I N A L D DWAY N E B E T TS is the author of Bastards of the Reagan Era, A Question of Freedom, and Shahid Reads His Own Palm. A graduate of Yale Law School, he lives in
New Haven, Connecticut, with his wife and their two sons.

New Titles
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JGV
A Life in 12 Recipes

Jean-Georges Vongerichten
with Michael Ruhlman

J

ean-Georges Vongerichten was born into a coal-business

• Author appearances

family in rural Alsace. He didn’t enroll at a top culinary

• National TV and radio interviews

program. He was kicked out of high school at age fif-

teen. How, then, did he find himself apprenticing with the most
renowned chefs, opening restaurants across the world, and
cementing his legacy in the New York City food scene?
JGV is Vongerichten’s passionate answer, his life and the recipes that moved him. With humor and heart, he opens up as never

• Print and online features
• Early outreach and giveaways
on Goodreads
• Outreach to
author community:
Jean-Georges.com |
@jeangeorges | @chefjgv
• Cross-promotion with author’s
restaurants

before, telling the story of his mother’s goose stew, enlivened
with a coffee slurry, and of his first taste of tom yum kung soup,
served hot at a stand off a Bangkok highway. Every story is full of
wisdom, conveyed with the magnanimity and precision that has
made this chef’s name.
With old handwritten menus and black-
and-
white photographs throughout, this is a book for young chefs, as well as anyone who has stood at a stove and wondered what might be.

J E A N -G E O R G E S VO N G E R I C H T E N

Lina Varriole

is
one of the world’s most famous chefs. He is responsible for
the operation and success of three-and four-star restaurants
worldwide, including his flagship, Jean-
Georges, and the
newly opened abcV, both in New York City.

20 October
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$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-60848-9
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 12 illustrations
224 pages • MEMOIR

One of the most influential chef-restaurateurs
of all time reflects on a career defined by
surprising, delicious food.

New Titles
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How Charts Lie
Getting Smarter about Visual Information

Alberto Cairo

$25.95 hardcover (Can. $34.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00156-0
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 175 illustrations • 256 pages • REFERENCE

A leading data visualization expert explores
the negative—and positive—influences that
charts have on our perception of truth.

• Op-eds timed to publication
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Social media promotion

W

e’ve all heard that a picture is worth a thousand words, but what
if we don’t understand what we’re looking at? Social media has
made charts, infographics, and diagrams ubiquitous—and easier to share
than ever. While such visualizations can better inform us, they can also
deceive by displaying incomplete or inaccurate data, suggesting misleading patterns—or simply misinform us by being poorly designed, such as the
confusing “eye of the storm” maps shown on TV every hurricane season.
Many of us are ill equipped to interpret the visuals that politicians,
journalists, advertisers, and even employers present each day, enabling
bad actors to easily manipulate visuals to promote their own agendas.
Public conversations are increasingly driven by numbers, and to make
sense of them we must be able to decode and use visual information. By
examining contemporary examples ranging from election-result infographics to global GDP maps and box-office record charts, How Charts Lie
teaches us how to do just that.

A L B E R TO C A I R O

• Outreach to
author community:
@albertocairo |
TheFunctionalArt.com
• Buzz mailings to data
visualization professors and
influencers
• Academic marketing
• Library marketing

is the Knight Chair in Visual Journalism at the School of Commu-

nication of the University of Miami. The author of several textbooks, he consults with com-

Jackie Arias at
JCA Photography

22 October

• National radio interviews

panies and institutions like Google and the Congressional Budget Office on visualizations.
He lives in Miami, Florida.
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Self-Portrait in
Black and White
Unlearning Race

Thomas Chatterton Williams

$25.95 hardcover (Can. $34.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-60886-1
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 208 pages • MEMOIR

A meditation on race and identity from one
of our most provocative cultural critics.

A

• Major review attention
• National radio interviews
• Print and online features

reckoning with the way we choose to see and define ourselves,
Self-Portrait in Black and White is the story of one American family’s multigenerational transformation from what is called black to what
is assumed to be white. Thomas Chatterton Williams, the son of a “black”
father from the segregated South and a “white” mother from the West,
spent his whole life believing the dictum that a single drop of “black blood”
makes a person black. This was so fundamental to his self-conception that
he’d never rigorously reflected on its foundations—but the shock of his
experience as the black father of two extremely white-looking children
led him to question these long-held beliefs.
“It is not that I have come to believe that I am no longer black or that
my daughter is white,” Williams writes. “It is that these categories cannot
adequately capture either of us.”

T H O M AS C H AT T E R TO N W I L L I A M S

• Op-eds timed to publication
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Social media promotion
• Buzz mailings to
publishing industry
• Outreach to author
community:
@thomaschattwill |
ig: chattertonwilliams

is the author of Losing My Cool and a

Kris Graves

contributing writer at the New York Times Magazine. He is a 2019 New America Fellow and
the recipient of a Berlin Prize. He lives in Paris with his wife and children.
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The Mind Has Cliffs of Fall
Poetry at the Extremes of Feeling

Robert Pinsky, Editor

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-324-00178-2
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 256 pages • POETRY/ANTHOLOGIES

A bold new anthology of poems that
contend with the most extreme human
emotions, from onetime Poet Laureate
Robert Pinsky.

D

espair, mania, rage, guilt, derangement, fantasy: poetry is our most
intimate, personal source for the urgency of these experiences.
Poems get under our skin; they engage with the balm—a nd the sting—
of understanding. In The Mind Has Cliffs of Fall—its title inspired by a
Gerard Manley Hopkins poem—acclaimed poet Robert Pinsky gives us
more than 130 poems that explore emotion at its most expansive, distinct,
and profound.
With seven illuminating chapters—including “The Sleep of Reason,”
“Love and Rage,” and “Manic Laughter”—a nd succinct headnotes for
each poem, Pinsky leads us through the book’s sweeping historical range.
Chronologically presented from Shakespeare to Terrance Hayes, Dante to
Tracy K. Smith, each chapter shows the persistence and variation in our
states of mind. The Mind Has Cliffs of Fall demonstrates how extreme feelings can be complementary and contradicting, and how poetry is not just
an expression of emotion, but emotion itself.

Former United States Poet Laureate

• Regional New England
events and media
• Major review attention
• National TV and radio
interviews
• Print and online features
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Outreach to author
community:
RobertPinskyPoet.com |
@RobertPinsky |
fb: RobertPinskyAuthor
• Cross-promotion with the
Favorite Poem Project

R O B E R T P I N S KY

founded the Favorite Poem

Project, which gave rise to three previous anthologies, including Americans’ Favorite Poems

Eric Antoniou

24 October

• Author tour: Boston,
New York, Philadelphia

and Singing School. He lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and teaches at Boston University.
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The Envious
Siblings
And Other Morbid Nursery Rhymes

Landis Blair

$20.00 hardcover (Can. $27.00) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65162-1
7̋ × 7̋ • 240 pages • COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS

Eight gleefully macabre vignettes by an
award-winning comics artist, as delightful
as they are deadly.

I

nspired by the dark imagination of Edward Gorey, Envious Siblings
is a twisted and hauntingly funny debut. Comics artist Landis Blair
interweaves absurdist horror and humor into brief, rhyming vignettes at
once transgressive and hilarious. In Blair’s surreal universe, a lost child
watches as bewhiskered monsters gobble up her fellow train passengers;
a band of kids merrily plays a gut-churning game with playground toys;
and two sisters, grinning madly, tear each other apart. These charmingly
perverse creations take ordinary settings—a living room, a subway car, a
playground—a nd spin them in a nightmarish direction.
Envious Siblings heralds a brilliant new cartooning talent, and will
captivate readers who have thrilled to the lurid fantasies of Roald Dahl,
Quentin Blake, Charles Addams, Shel Silverstein, and Tim Burton.

Andi Linden

LANDIS BLAIR

• Regional Chicago
events and media
• Major review attention
• Print and online features
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Outreach to
author community:
LandisBlair.com |
@landisblair
• Library marketing

illustrated the prize-winning graphic novel The Hunting Accident and

the New York Times bestseller From Here to Eternity, and has published illustrations in the
New York Times, Chicago magazine, and Medium. He lives in Chicago, Illinois.
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Tehran Children
A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey

Mikhal Dekel

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00103-4
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 10 illustrations • 384 pages • HISTORY

The extraordinary true story of Polish-
Jewish child refugees who escaped
the Nazis and found refuge in Iran.

• Author talks and
appearances
• Major review attention
• National radio interviews
• Op-eds timed to publication

R

ather than perish in Nazi-occupied Poland, more than a million Jews
escaped east to the Soviet Union. There they suffered extreme deprivation in Siberian gulags and “Special Settlements” and then, once “liberated,” journeyed to the Soviet Central Asian Republics. The majority of
Polish Jews who survived the Nazis outlived the war in Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan; some of them continued on to Iran. The story of their suffering, both those who died and those who survived, has rarely been told.
Following the footsteps of her father, one of a thousand refugee children who traveled to Iran and later to Palestine, Dekel fuses memoir with
historical investigation in this account of the all-but-unknown Jewish refuge in Muslim lands. Along the way, Dekel reveals the complex global politics behind this journey, discusses refugee aid and hospitality, and traces
the making of collective identities that have shaped the postwar world—
the histories nations tell and those they forget.

MIKHAL DEKEL

• Targeted outreach to Jewish
publications
• Social media promotion
• Buzz mailings to history
professors
• Outreach to
author community:
MikhalDekel.com |
TehranChildren.info

is professor of English at City College of New York and the CUNY

Nina Subin

Graduate Center. She is the author of The Universal Jew: Masculinity, Modernity and the Zionist

26 October

Moment and Oedipus in Kishinev.
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The Food of Sichuan
A new and updated edition of the classic Land of Plenty

Fuchsia Dunlop

$40.00 hardcover (Can. $54.00) • CQ 8
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-324-00483-7
7.5̋ × 10.375̋ • 480 pages • COOKING

An essential update of Fuchsia Dunlop’s
landmark book on Sichuan cuisine, with 200
recipes and stunning photographs.

A

lmost twenty years after the publication of Land of Plenty, considered by many to be one of the greatest cookbooks of all time, Fuchsia
Dunlop revisits the region where her own culinary journey began, adding
more than 70 new recipes to the original repertoire and accompanying
them with mouthwatering descriptions of the dazzling flavors and textures of Sichuanese cooking.
Food of Sichuan shows home cooks how to re-create classics such as
Mapo Tofu, Twice-Cooked Pork and Gong Bao Chicken, or a traditional
spread of cold dishes, including Bang Bang Chicken, Numbing-a nd-Hot
Dried Beef, Spiced Cucumber Salad and Green Beans in Ginger Sauce.
With gorgeous food and travel photography and enhanced by a culinary
and cultural history of the region, The Food of Sichuan is a captivating
insight into one of the world’s greatest cuisines.

Anna Bergkvist

F U C H S I A D U N LO P ,

• National media interviews
• Author tour: New York,
San Francisco, Seattle
• Essays and op-eds timed to
publication
• Print and online features
• Instagram campaign
• Buzz mailings to fellow
award-winning chefs
• Outreach to
author community:
FuschiaDunlop.com |
@fuschiadunlop |
fb: Fuchsia-Dunlop
ALSO AVAILABLE

Land of Fish and Rice
978-0-393-25438-9
$35.00

the first Westerner to train as a chef at the Sichuan Higher

Institute of Cuisine, is a James Beard Award–winning writer whose work has appeared in the
Financial Times, Lucky Peach, the New York Times, and Saveur, among other publications. She
speaks, reads, and writes Chinese, and lives in London.
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Thomas Jefferson’s
Education
Alan Taylor

$29.95 hardcover (Can. $39.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-65242-0
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 23 illustrations • 448 pages • HISTORY

From the Pulitzer Prize–winning historian,
a brilliant, absorbing study of Jefferson
and his campaign to save Virginia through
education.

• Major review and
feature attention
• National media interviews
• Op-eds timed to publication

B

Dan Addision / UVA
University Communications

y turns entertaining and tragic, this beautifully crafted history
reveals the origins of a great university in the dilemmas of Virginia
slavery. Thomas Jefferson shares center stage with his family and fellow
planters, all dependent on the labor of enslaved black families. With a
declining Virginia yielding to commercially vibrant northern states, Jefferson in 1819 proposed to build a university to educate and improve the
sons of the planter elite. They, he hoped, might one day lead a revitalized
Virginia free of slavery—a nd free of the former slaves.
Jefferson’s campaign to build the university was a contest for the future
of a state and the larger nation. Although he prevails, Jefferson’s vision of
reform through education is hobbled by the actions of genteel students
whose defiant sense of honor derived from owning slaves. It is the women
of this hypermasculine society—particularly Jefferson’s granddaughters—
who redeem the best elements of his legacy.

28 October

• Author tour: New York,
Washington DC, Philadelphia,
Charlottesville

A L A N TAY LO R ,

• Academic marketing
ALSO AVAILABLE

American Revolutions
978-0-393-35476-8
$19.95
The Internal Enemy
978-0-393-34973-3
$18.95

author of American Revolutions, The Internal Enemy, and other

acclaimed works, has twice won the Pulitzer Prize for History. The Thomas Jefferson Professor of History at the University of Virginia, he lives in Charlottesville and Davis, California.
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They Will Have
to Die Now
Mosul and the Fall of the Caliphate

James Verini

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 16
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-65247-5
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 304 pages • HISTORY

A searing narrative of the Battle of
Mosul, described by the Pentagon as
“the most significant urban combat since
World War II.”

I

• Major review attention
• National radio interviews
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Social media promotion
• Early outreach and
promotion on Goodreads

n this masterpiece of war journalism based on months of frontline
reporting, National Magazine Award winner James Verini describes
the climactic battle in the struggle against the Islamic State. Focusing on two brothers from Mosul and their families, a charismatic Iraqi
major who marched north from Baghdad to seize the city with his troops,
rowdy Kurdish militiamen, and a hard-bitten American sergeant, Verini
describes a war for the soul of a country, a war over and for history.
Seeing the battle in a larger, centuries-long sweep, he connects the
bloody-minded philosophy of the Islamic State with the ancient Assyrians
who founded Mosul. He also confronts the ways that the American invasion of Iraq not only deformed that country, but also changed America like
no conflict since Vietnam.

The winner of a National Magazine Award and a George Polk Award,

• Outreach to author
community: JamesVerini.com

JA M E S V E R I N I

is a frequent con-

tributor to the New York Times Magazine and The New Yorker, and is a National Geographic staff writer.
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The Season
A History of the Debutante

Kristen Richardson

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-60873-1
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 8 pages of illustrations • 288 pages • HISTORY

The world of debutantes opens into
a revealing story of women across six
centuries, their limited options, and
their desires.

• Author tour: Boston,
New York, Washington DC
• Major review attention
• National TV and radio
interviews
• Print and online features
• Op-eds timed to publication

D

igging into the roots of the debutante ritual, with its ballrooms and
white dresses, Kristen Richardson—herself descended from a line of
debutantes—was fascinated to discover that the debutante ritual places
our contemporary ideas about women and marriage in a new light. In this
brilliant history of the phenomenon, Richardson shares debutantes’ own
words—from diaries, letters, and interviews—throughout her vivid telling, beginning in Henry VIII’s era, sweeping through Queen Elizabeth
I’s court, crossing back and forth the Atlantic to colonial Philadelphia,
African American communities, Jane Austen’s England, and Mrs. Astor’s
parties, ultimately arriving at the contemporary New York Infirmary and
International balls.
Whether maligned for its archaic attitude and objectification of
women or praised for raising money for charities and providing a necessary coming-of-age ritual, the debutante tradition has more to tell us in
this entertaining and illuminating book.

K R I ST E N R I C H A R DS O N

• Social media campaign
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Buzz mailings to gender-
studies, history, and cultural-
studies professors
• Outreach to author
community: @butwhyevernot

grew up in a family of debutantes. She didn’t come out, but wrote a popular

article about it for Rookie. She worked at Harper’s and lives in Brooklyn, New York.

30 November
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36 Righteous Men
A Novel

Steven Pressfield

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00289-5
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 320 pages • FICTION

New York homicide detectives pursue a
serial killer in this apocalyptic thriller.

• National media interviews
• Major review attention

W

hen detectives James Manning and Covina “Dewey” Duwai are
called in to investigate a series of bizarre murders, they make a
shocking discovery: the legend of the hidden righteous ones, the 36 who
preserve the world from destruction, is no legend at all. They are real, and
they are being murdered.
As the bodies pile up and the world tilts into chaos, Manning and
Dewey must protect the righteous ones from a ruthless killer able to
beguile his victims and command them against their will. The detectives
find their traditional arsenal of bullets and blades of little use against a foe
who seems to anticipate their every move.
Joining forces with a disgraced but brilliant rabbinical scholar and
a renowned anthropologist—who’s also the last of the righteous ones—
Manning and Dewey set off on a perilous quest from New York to Gehenna
to defeat a murderer who won’t stop until he’s killed everyone.

Tony Keppelman

• Author tour: Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland

ST E V E N P R E SS F I E L D

• Online advertising
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Outreach to
author community:
StevenPressfield.com |
@spressfield |
fb: StevePressfield
• Email marketing

is the author of best-selling historical novels Gates of Fire

and Tides of War. He lives in Los Angeles, California.
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Pagan Virtues
Poems

Stephen Dunn

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00231-4
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 96 pages • POETRY

Pulitzer Prize winner Stephen Dunn returns
with his signature morbid wit, intellectual
daring, and emotive powers on full display.

I

n this meditative and incisive collection, Stephen Dunn draws on
themes of morality and mortality to explore the innermost machinations of human nature. Shifting in tone but never wavering in their essential honesty, these poems reflect on desire, restraint, and the roles we
play in an ever-evolving society. A stunning sequence on the relationship
between the speaker and “Mrs. Cavendish” examines an intimacy sustained and repelled by politics, philosophy, and attraction. Complex and
evocative, Pagan Virtues offers indispensable truths from a master of contemporary poetry.

• Major review attention
• Outreach to poetry
publications
• Outreach to
author community:
StephenDunnPoet.com
ALSO AVAILABLE

Whereas
978-0-393-35652-6
$15.95
Lines of Defense
978-0-393-35072-2
$15.95
Here and Now
978-0-393-34355-7
$15.95

F rom “ Pag a n Vi rt u e s ”:
. . . tip your hat
to the great poem that is the body,
maybe even uphold the beautiful
by renouncing the pretty.

ST E P H E N D U N N

is the author of nineteen poetry collections, including the Pulitzer

Prize–winning Different Hours. A finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award and the
Nina Soifer

recipient of an Academy Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Let-

32 November

ters, he lives in Frostburg, Maryland.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

Religion as We Know It
An Origin Story

Jack Miles

$14.95 original paperback (Can. $19.95) • CQ 48
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00278-9
4.5̋ × 7.25̋ • 128 pages • RELIGION

A short, provocative book on religion from a
Pulitzer Prize-winning author.

I

• National radio interviews
• Print and online features

n his new book, acclaimed scholar Jack Miles poses a question: How
did our forebears begin to think about religion as a distinct domain,
separate from other activities that were once inseparable from it?
Starting at the birth of Christianity—a religion inextricably bound to
Western thought—Miles reveals how we in the West have come to isolate religion as an object of study, and how drastically our perception has
changed over time and across societies. Through the break between the
Christian and Jewish communities, the fall of the Roman Empire, the rise
of Islam, and the growth of Western empires, Miles reveals how Western religious thought has always been based on comparison of the known
with the emergent unknown. Religion as We Know It challenges readers
to unmoor themselves from traditional thinking and observe how the
events of the still-unfolding past continue to shape how we think of religion today.

JAC K M I L E S

• Regional Los Angeles media
and events

• Op-eds timed to publication
• Academic marketing
• Outreach to author
community: JackMiles.com

is the author of the Pulitzer Prize–winning God: A Biography, and various other books,

including, most recently, God in the Qur’an; he is also the general editor of The Norton Anthology of World Religions. Miles is professor emeritus at the University of California, Irvine, and lives with his wife in Orange County,
California.
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The Hidden History
of Burma
Race, Capitalism, and the Crisis of
Democracy in the 21st Century

Thant Myint-U

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-324-00329-8
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 272 pages • HISTORY

How did one of the world’s “hottest
destinations” (Fodor’s 2016) become one of
the top 10 places avoid (Fodor’s 2018)?

L

ess than a decade ago, the world cheered as a dictatorship crumbled and internationally beloved Nobel Laureate Aung San Suu Kyi
emerged from twenty years of house arrest. Yet just three years after her
landslide victory at the polls, the country stands accused of war crimes
and the expulsion of hundreds of thousands of Rohingya Muslims.
As an historian, former diplomat, and presidential advisor, Thant
Myint-U was part of the momentous changes that pulled Burma toward
democracy, working with the ex-generals and meeting many of the country’s biggest supporters, from Bono to Barack Obama. Yet no one was
prepared to Burma’s underlying challenges, from fast-rising inequality,
disintegrating state institutions, and the impacts of climate change, to the
rise of China next door and the issues of race, religion, and “national identity” deeply rooted in the country’s traumatic colonial past.
In this riveting insider’s diagnosis of a country in crisis, Myint-U challenges the black-a nd-white morality tales that have never fit the reali-

• Major review attention
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Outreach to
author community:
@thantmyintu
• Buzz mailings to thought
leaders in politics and
human rights

ties of Burma.

T H A N T M Y I N T-U
Thurein Aung

34 November

has lectured around the world and has written for publications

inside and outside Burma. He is the author of The Making of Modern Burma, The River of Lost
Footsteps, and Where China Meets India. He lives in Rangoon.
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All About Dinner
Expert Advice for Everyday Meals

Molly Stevens

$40.00 hardcover (Can. $54.00) • CQ 8
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-24627-8
8̋ × 10̋ • 75 color photographs
400 pages • COOKING

An award-winning cookbook author and
cooking teacher answers her most-asked
question: What do you make for dinner?

• National TV and radio
interviews
• Print and online features

L

ike most of us, Molly Stevens has no team of prep cooks, no vast pantry, and no one paid to clean up her home kitchen. What she does have
are delicious, time-tested recipes made from easy-to-find ingredients,
collected for the first time in All About Dinner. These are the dishes that
Stevens loves most, the ones her students clamor for: an Arugula Salad
with Peaches, Basil Vinaigrette and Sunflower Seeds; an elegant Creamy
Parsnip-Leek Soup; a Butter-Poached Shrimp with Fresh Tomatoes and
Garlic; and an Apple and Triple-Ginger Crisp. Building on the foolproof
clarity of her previous cookbooks, each recipe is designed to impart solid
kitchen skills while encouraging home cooks to expand their personal
repertoires by mastering everyday favorites like simple pasta, hearty stew,
and tempting savory and sweet snacks.
A gorgeous collection of balanced meals, packed with flavor, All About
Dinner will entice busy cooks back into their kitchens.

M O L LY ST E V E N S
Abby Portman

• Author tour: Boston,
New York, Seattle,
San Francisco

• Instagram campaign
• Buzz mailings to
related chefs
• Outreach to
author community:
MollyStevensCooks.com |
@MStevenscooks |
fb: mollystevenscooks
ALSO AVAILABLE

All About Roasting
978-0-393-06526-8
$35.00
All About Braising
978-0-393-05230-5
$35.00

is the James Beard Award–winning author of All About Braising

and All About Roasting and a classically trained cooking teacher. She lives near Burlington, Vermont.
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Medieval Bodies
Life and Death in the Middle Ages

Jack Hartnell

$29.95 hardcover (Can. $39.95) • CQ 24
Territory C • ISBN 978-1-324-00216-1
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 95 color illustrations
352 pages • HISTORY

With wit, wisdom, and a sharp scalpel,
Jack Hartnell dissects the medieval body
and offers a remedy to our preconceptions.

• National radio interviews
• Print and online features
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Social media promotion

M

Robin Savage /
www.robinsavage.co.uk

edieval beliefs about the body were drastically different from ours
today: Hair was thought to be a condensation of fumes emitted
from the pores, ideas were supposedly committed to memory by being
directly imprinted on the brain, and the womb of a goat was believed to
function as a contraceptive. But while this medieval medicine now seems
archaic, it also made a critical contribution to modern science.
Medieval Bodies guides us on a head-to-heel journey through this era’s
revolutionary advancements and disturbing convictions. We learn about
the surgeons who dissected a living man’s stomach, then sewed him up
again; about the geographers who delineated racial groups by skin color;
and about the practice of fasting to gain spiritual renown. Encompassing
medicine and mysticism, politics and art—a nd complete with vivid, full-
color illustrations—Medieval Bodies shows us how it felt to live and die a
thousand years ago.

36 November

• Major review attention

JAC K H A R T N E L L

• Buzz mailings to medieval-
history and art-history
professors
• Outreach to
author community:
JackHartnell.com |
@j_hartnell | ig: jack_hartnell

is a lecturer in art history at the University of East Anglia, Norwich.

He has previously held positions at Columbia University, the Courtauld Institute, the Max Planck
Institute in Berlin, and the Victoria & Albert Museum in London.

New Titles
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The Seine
The River That Made Paris

Elaine Sciolino

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-60935-6
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 304 pages • TRAVEL

A vibrant, enchanting tour of the Seine
from longtime New York Times foreign
correspondent and best-selling author
Elaine Sciolino.

• National media interviews
• Author readings and
appearances
• Outreach to travel
publications
• Op-eds timed to publication

I

n the spring of 1978, as a young journalist in Paris, Elaine Sciolino was
seduced by a river. In The Seine, she tells the story of that river through
its rich history and lively characters—a bargewoman, a riverbank bookseller, a houseboat-dweller, a famous cinematographer known for capturing the river’s light. She patrols with river police, rows with a restorer of
antique boats, discovers a champagne vineyard, and even dares to swim
in the Seine.
Sciolino’s keen eye and vivid prose bring the river to life as she discovers its origins on a remote plateau in Burgundy, where a pagan goddess
healed pilgrims at an ancient temple. She follows the Seine to Le Havre,
where it meets the sea. Braiding memoir, travelogue, and history through
the Seine’s winding route, Sciolino offers a love letter to Paris and the river
at its heart and invites readers to explore its magic.

Gabriela Sciolino Pump

• Major review attention

ELAINE SCIOLINO

• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Outreach to
author community:
ElaineSciolino.com |
@ElaineSciolino
• Social media promotions
• Library marketing
ALSO AVAILABLE

The Only Street in Paris
978-0-393-35340-2
$16.95

is a contributing writer and former Paris bureau chief for the

New York Times. She is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Only Street in Paris,
and has lived in Paris since 2002.

New Titles
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The Depositions
New and Selected Essays on Being and Ceasing to Be

Thomas Lynch
Foreword by Alan Ball

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-324-00397-7
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 352 pages • LITERATURE/ESSAYS

A wry and compassionate selection
of essays reflecting on mortals and
mortality, from the acclaimed author
of The Undertaking.

• Print and online features
• Major review attention
• National radio interviews
• Print and online features

F

or nearly four decades, poet, essayist, and small-town funeral director
Thomas Lynch has probed relations between the literary and mortuary arts. His life’s work with the dead and the bereaved has informed four
previous collections of nonfiction, each exploring identity and humanity
with Lynch’s signature blend of memoir, meditation, gallows humor, and
poetic precision.
The Depositions provides an essential selection from these masterful
collections, as well as new essays in which the space between Lynch’s
hyphenated identities—as an Irish American, undertaker-poet—is narrowed by the deaths of poets, the funerals of friends, the loss of neighbors,
intimate estrangements, and the slow demise of a beloved dog. Meanwhile, the press of the author’s own mortality sharpens a curiosity about
where we come from, where we go, and what it means. In The Depositions,
Lynch continues to illuminate not only how we die, but also how we live.

T H O M AS LY N C H

• Op-eds timed to publication
• Outreach to
author community:
ThomasLynch.com
• Social media promotions
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads

has authored five collections of poetry, one of stories, and four

books of essays, including National Book Award Finalist The Undertaking. He works as a

Joe Vaughn /
Vaughn Images

38 November

• Author tour: Detroit,
Ann Arbor, Madison,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee

funeral director in Milford, Michigan, and teaches at the Bear River Writer’s Conference.

New Titles
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Joseph Conrad’s
Heart of Darkness
Adapted by Peter Kuper
with a Foreword by Maya Jasanoff

$21.95 hardcover (Can. $28.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-63564-5
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 160 pages
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS

Acclaimed cartoonist Peter Kuper
delivers a powerful interpretation of
this controversial classic.

H

eart of Darkness has unsettled generations of readers with its
haunting portrait of colonialism and brutal exploitation in Africa.
Now award-winning illustrator Peter Kuper reimagines Conrad’s masterpiece for a new generation, transforming this dramatic tale of madness,
greed, and evil into something visually immersive and profoundly complex. Drawn in pen, black pencil, and ink wash reminiscent of the etchings
and lithography of Francisco Goya and Honoré Daumier, Kuper’s Heart of
Darkness captures the ominous atmosphere and tempo of Charles Marlow’s journey up the River Congo.
Kuper’s images and concise text confront Conrad’s colonial attitudes
and systemic racism yet leave room for readers to engage with these issues
on their own terms. Longtime admirers of the novella will appreciate
Kuper’s innovative interpretations and see Conrad’s opus with fresh eyes,
while new readers will discover a brilliant introduction to a canonical
work of twentieth-century literature.

Holly Kuper

P E T E R KU P E R

• Major review attention
• Print and online features
• Outreach to graphicarts outlets
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Outreach to
author community:
PeterKuper.com |
@PKuperArt
• Academic marketing
ALSO AVAILABLE

Kafkaesque
978-0-393-63562-1
$19.95

frequently contributes cartoons to The New Yorker and is the illustrator

of Mad magazine’s “Spy vs. Spy.” His graphic novels include the Eisner Award–winning Ruins
and Kafkaesque, an adaptation of Kafka’s stories. He lives in New York City.

New Titles
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Dangerous Melodies
Classical Music in America from the
Great War through the Cold War

Jonathan Rosenberg

$39.95 hardcover (Can. $53.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-60842-7
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 448 pages • MUSIC

A Juilliard-trained musician and professor
of history explores the fascinating
entanglement of classical music with
American foreign relations.

• Major review attention
• National and regional radio
interviews
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Buzz mailings to academics
and classical-music stations

D

angerous Melodies vividly evokes a time when classical music
stood at the center of American life, occupying a prominent place
in the nation’s culture and politics. The work of renowned conductors,
instrumentalists, and singers—a nd the activities of orchestras and opera
companies—were intertwined with momentous international events: two
world wars, the rise of fascism, and the Cold War.
Jonathan Rosenberg recovers the politics behind classical music,
showing how German musicians were dismissed or imprisoned as the
country’s music was swept from American auditoriums during World
War I—yet, twenty years later, those same compositions could inspire
Americans in the fight against Nazism while Russian music was deployed
to strengthen the U.S.-Soviet alliance. During the Cold War, Van Cliburn’s
triumph in the Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow became cause for
America to celebrate. In Dangerous Melodies, Rosenberg delves into the
singular decades-long relationship of classical music and political ideology in America.

J O N AT H A N R O S E N B E R G ,

Matthew Capowski

40 December

• New York events and media

• Social media promotion

professor of twentieth-century US history at Hunter

College and the CUNY Graduate Center, is author of How Far the Promised Land? World
Affairs and the American Civil Rights Movement from the First World War to Vietnam. He lives
in Croton-on-Hudson, New York.

New Titles
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A V A I L A BLE A PR I L

People, Power,
and Profits
Progressive Capitalism for an Age of Discontent

Joseph E. Stiglitz

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 16
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-324-00421-9
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 2 charts • 366 pages
BUSINESS/ECONOMICS

A Nobel Prize winner challenges us to throw
off the free-market fundamentalists and
reclaim our economy.

• National advertising
• National media interviews
• Author events in New York
and Washington DC
• Print and online features

W

e all have the sense that the American economy—and by extension, its government—tilts toward big business, but here we have an
authoritative, vivid account of the many ways in which the system is rigged
against the average citizen. The financial industry writes its own regulations, tech companies have reams of personal data but little oversight, and
trade deals fail to represent the best interests of workers. We’ve allowed
this to happen on the hazy, flimsy notion that the market knows best.
Joseph E. Stiglitz, who knows as well as anyone the power of markets,
reminds us in this essential book that this is a delusion, that we need to
exploit the benefits of markets while taming their excesses, and most
importantly, that markets are supposed to work for us—the US citizens—
and not the other way around.

• Op-eds timed to publication
• Outreach to author
community at JosephStiglitz
.com, @JosephEStiglitz
• Academic marketing
• Library marketing
ALSO AVAILABLE

Globalization and Its
Discontents Revisited
978-0-393-35516-1
$17.95
The Euro
978-0-393-35410-2
$17.95
The Great Divide
978-0-393-35218-4
$17.95

J O S E P H E . ST I G L I TZ

is a Nobel Prize–winning economist and the best-selling

Dan Deitch

author of The Euro, Rewriting the Rules of the American Economy, The Great Divide, The Price
of Inequality, and Freefall. He teaches at Columbia University.

New Titles
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mr. Nogginbody
Gets a Hammer
David Shannon

$17.95 hardcover (Can. $23.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00344-1
9.5̋ × 9.5̋ • 40 pages
PICTURE BOOK • Ages 4–8

beloved picture book creator David
Shannon introduces a new character in
a satisfyingly silly and subversive take
on a familiar parable.

I

f all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail. After snagging his
toe, Mr. Nogginbody makes a visit to his local hardware store in search
of solutions. Armed with a shiny new hammer, he successfully fixes the
nail protruding from his floor. But the satisfaction of his first repair carries him away, and he figures that anything resembling a nail—from a
lamp switch to a fire hydrant—can be fixed with a good whack. The results
are predictably and theatrically disastrous, until Mr. Nogginbody arrives
at a gentle awakening and recognizes that not everything is a nail.

DAV I D S H A N N O N

• National media interviews
• Major review attention
• Author events
• Print and online features
• Feature title at Book Expo
America
• Social media campaign
• Outreach to
author community:
NoDavidShannon.com |
ig: nodavid2018
• Library marketing

is the creator of the Caldecott Honor–winning No, David! and

Artworks

more than thirty other books beloved by children who “recognize immediately that they
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Free Lunch
Rex Ogle

Rex Ogle

$16.95 hardcover (Can. $22.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-324-00360-1
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 192 pages
JUVENILE NONFICTION • Ages 11–14

A distinctive new voice: Rex Ogle’s story
of starting middle school on the free lunch
program is timely, heartbreaking, and true.

• National media interviews
• Major review attention
• Author events
• Print and online features
• Op-eds timed to publication

F

ree Lunch is the story of Rex Ogle’s first semester in sixth grade. Rex
and his baby brother often went hungry, wore secondhand clothes,
and were short of school supplies, and Rex was on his school’s free lunch
program. Grounded in the immediacy of physical hunger and the humiliation of having to announce it every day in the school lunch line, Rex’s
is a compelling story of a more profound hunger—that of a child for his
parents’ love and care. Compulsively readable, beautifully crafted, and
authentically told with the voice and point of view of a 6th-g rade kid, Free
Lunch is a remarkable debut by a gifted storyteller.

• Feature title at Book Expo
America
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Outreach to
author community:
ig: thirdrex
• Buzz mailings to school
superintendents and school
librarians nationwide
• Discussion guide available in
print and online
• Library marketing

When my mom’s working, she’s nicer.
She definitely loves me more when she has money.

A former children’s book editor,

REX OGLE

lives in Los Angeles. “This is my middle school experience,”

he says, “but I think it’s an important story to tell, with nearly one in five children in America living in poverty.”

46 September
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Ollie and Harry’s
Marvelous Adventures
Ollie Ferguson and
Harry Ferguson
with Macneill Freguson

$19.95 hardcover (Can. $25.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00395-3
7̋ × 9̋ • 250 color photographs and illustrations
160 pages • JUVENILE NONFICTION • Ages 8+

Outdoor adventure and makerspace tech
combine in this inspiring how-to from the
brothers behind the popular Facebook page
The Days Are Just Packed.

S

• National media interviews
• Major review attention
• Print and online features
• Outreach to authors’
community: track-adventure
.squarespace.com | fb: tdajp |
ig: tdajpacked

ail a toy ship across the ocean? Build an igloo? Ollie and Harry Ferguson did it—a nd you can, too! Starting with a list of 500 “adventures,”
the Scottish brothers set out to live life to its fullest. They’ve photographed the seafloor, launched a plastic toy into space, mummified fish,
and tracked wild animals; they’ve gone magnet fishing and camping; and
they’ve sailed aboard a deep-sea diving vessel, and flown trained falcons.
With striking color photographs and featuring step-by-step directions
for some of the boys’ best adventures, this book provides guidance that
will inspire families to marvelous adventures of their own.

Macneill Ferguson

O L L I E A N D H A R RY F E R G U S O N

have completed more than

250 adventures with the help of their parents, Macneill and Vicki Ferguson,
documented on their Facebook page The Days Are Just Packed. They live in
northeastern Scotland.

NORTON YOUNG READERS
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What Linnaeus Saw
A Scientist and His Quest to Name and
Catalog Every Living Thing

Karen Magnuson Beil

$21.95 hardcover (Can. $28.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-324-00468-4
6̋ × 9̋ • 60 color illustrations • 256 pages
JUVENILE NONFICTION/BIOGRAPHY• Ages 10–14

A groundbreaking scientist and intellectual
rule-breaker, Carl Linnaeus forever changed
the way we think about the natural world.

T

he globe-trotting naturalists of the eighteenth century were the pioneers of their day: innovators who lived at the intersection of science
and commerce. Foremost among them was Carl Linnaeus, whose system
for classifying and naming plants and animals is the foundation of modern
scientific taxonomy.
Karen Beil chronicles Linnaeus’ life in readable, relatable prose. She
follows him from his boyhood exploring the woods of Sweden to his student days in Holland, where he moved among leading scientific thinkers
and had access to the best collections of plants and animals in Europe. We
see him attempt to identify a mysterious animal given him by the king (it
turned out to be a raccoon), growing a rare banana plant in Amsterdam,
and debunking stories of dragons.
Thoroughly researched and generously illustrated, What Linnaeus
Saw offers a vivid glimpse into the life of one of modern science’s founding thinkers.

A reporter and science writer,

KAREN

• Major review attention
• Author events
• Print and online features
• Outreach to
author community:
KarenBeil.com
• Library marketing

M AG N U S O N

BEIL

lives in Saratoga

Kim Beil

Springs, New York. She says of Linnaeus, “I’m fascinated by this eighteenth-century science
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geek—quirky and complicated, full of crazy contradictions, a born storyteller.”
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Snowflake, AZ
Marcus Sedgwick

Maureen Hansman

$18.95 hardcover (Can. $24.95) • CQ 24
Territory T • ISBN 978-1-324-00441-7
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 320 pages
YOUNG ADULT FICTION • Ages 12+

From Printz medalist Marcus Sedgwick, a
compelling novel about health—our own and
our planet’s—and the stigma of illness.

A

sh gets on a Greyhound bus to the place Bly was last seen: Snowflake, Arizona. Six thousand feet up in the wide red desert, Ash meets
Mona; her goat, Socrates; her dog, Blackie; and finds stepbrother Bly, too.
In their ramshackle homes, the walls lined with tinfoil, Mona and her
neighbors are all sick. But this isn’t any ordinary sickness: modern life has
poisoned them, and when Ash too falls ill, the doctor’s response is, “It’s
all in your mind.” Meanwhile, as Ash lives through a cycle of illness and
recovery and loss, the world beyond is succumbing to its own affliction:
a breakdown of civilization only distantly perceived by Ash and the isolated residents of Snowflake, from which there may or may not be a chance
for recovery. This humane and thoughtful novel is about resilience, trust,
family, and love, when all seems lost.

• Major review attention
• Print and online features
• Author events
• Early outreach and
giveaways on Goodreads
• Outreach to
author community:
MarcusSedgwick.com |
@marcussedgwick |
ig: marcussedgwick
• Library marketing

“Sometimes people don’t look sick, even when they are.
And if I had known then what we all know now, I might’ve worked out
that sometimes the whole world don’t look sick neither, even when it is.”

M A R C U S S E D GW I C K

received the Printz Medal for Midwinterblood and Printz Honor awards for

Revolver and The Ghosts of Heaven. He lives in southeastern France.
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Kafka’s Last Trial
The Case of a Literary Legacy

Benjamin Balint

$16.95 paperback (Can. $22.95) • CQ 36
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-35738-7
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 288 pages • BIOGRAPHY
(original hardcover: 978-1-324-00131-7)

“Dramatic and illuminating. . . . [R]aises
momentous questions about nationality,
religion, literature, and even the Holocaust.”
—Adam Kirsch, Atlantic

• Mosiac Best Book of 2018
• Paperback reviews
• Social media promotion
• Academic marketing

W

hen Franz Kafka died in 1924, his loyal friend Max Brod could not
bring himself to fulfill Kafka’s last instruction: to burn his remaining manuscripts. Instead, Brod devoted his life to championing Kafka’s
work, rescuing his legacy from obscurity and physical destruction.
Nearly a century later, an international legal battle erupted to determine which country could claim ownership: Israel, where Kafka dreamed
of living, or Germany, where Kafka’s three sisters perished in the Holocaust? Benjamin Balint offers a gripping account of the controversial trial
in Israeli courts—brimming with dilemmas legal, ethical, and political—
that determined the fate of Kafka’s manuscripts.
“Thoughtful and provocative.”

—Ruth Franklin, Wall Street Journal

“A tale pitting two Goliaths against one octogenarian David, untangled in exacting,
riveting detail. . . . A must-read.”
—Rebecca Schuman, Slate
“A gifted cultural historian with a scholarly sensibility.”
—Lev Mendes, New York Times Book Review

Karina Korecky

B E N JA M I N B A L I N T

52 September
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is a research fellow at the Van Leer Institute in Jerusalem. The

author of Running Commentary, he has written for the Wall Street Journal and the Weekly
Standard, and his translations from the Hebrew have appeared in The New Yorker.

Paperbacks
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Accessory to War
The Unspoken Alliance Between
Astrophysics and the Military

Neil deGrasse Tyson and Avis Lang

$18.95 paperback (Can. $24.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35746-2
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 592 pages • SCIENCE
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-06444-5)

“Extraordinary. . . . A feast of history, an
expert tour through thousands of years of
war and conquest.”—Jennifer Carson,
New York Times Book Review

I

n this far-reaching foray into the millennia-long relationship between
science and military power, acclaimed astrophysicist and author of
Astrophysics for People in a Hurry Neil deGrasse Tyson and Avis Lang
examine how the methods and tools of astrophysics have been enlisted in
the service of war. Spanning early celestial navigation to satellite-enabled
warfare, Accessory to War is a richly researched and provocative examination of the intersection of science, technology, industry, and power that
will introduce Tyson’s millions of fans to yet another dimension of how
the universe has shaped our lives and world.

“Through ample research and nimble storytelling, Tyson and [Lang] trace the long
and tangled relationship between state power and astronomy. . . . Deep and eloquent.”
—Joshua Sokol, Washington Post

• National advertising
• Paperback reviews
• Social media promotion
• Outreach to
author community:
HaydenPlanetarium.org/
tyson | @neiltyson |
ig: neildegrassetyson
ALSO AVAILABLE

Astrophysics for
People in a Hurry
978-0-393-60939-4
$18.95
Astrophysics for
Young People in a Hurry
978-0-393-35650-2
$11.95
Origins
978-0-393-35039-5
$19.95

“Fascinating. . . . The book’s message rings like a wake-up call.”
—Marcelo Gleiser, NPR

NEIL

d e G R ASS E

T YS O N , an astrophysicist with the American

for People in a Hurry.
Erin Silber

Chris Cassidy

Museum of Natural History, is the award-winning author of Astrophysics

AV I S L A N G

edited Tyson’s “Universe” column

for Natural History and his anthology Space Chronicles. They each live in
New York City.
Paperbacks
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Einstein’s Monsters
The Life and Times of Black Holes

Chris Impey

$16.95 paperback (Can. $22.95) • CQ 36
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35750-9
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 68 illustrations • 304 pages • SCIENCE
(original hardcover: 978-1-324-00093-8)

“[A] skillfully told history of the quest to
find black holes.”—Financial Times

B

lack holes are the best known and least understood objects in the universe. These enigmatic giants, which scientists have discovered are at
the center of every galaxy, continue to astound and challenge us.
In Einstein’s Monsters, distinguished astronomer Chris Impey takes
readers on a vivid tour of these cosmic wonders. He weaves a fascinating
tale out of the fiendishly complex math of black holes and the colorful history of their discovery. Impey blends this history with a poignant account
of the phenomena scientists have witnessed while observing black holes:
stars swarming like bees around the center of our galaxy; black holes performing gravitational waltzes with visible stars; the cymbal clash of two
back holes colliding, releasing ripples in space time.
Clear, compelling, and profound, Einstein’s Monsters reveals how our
comprehension of black holes is intrinsically linked to how we make sense
of the universe and our place within it.

Hadar Goren

CHRIS IMPEY

54 September
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• Featured in the Discover
holiday gift guide
• Paperback roundups
• Outreach to
author community:
ChrisImpey-Astronomy.com |
@ImpeyChris
ALSO AVAILABLE

Beyond
978-0-393-35215-3
$16.95
How It Began
978-0-393-34386-1
$16.95

is a distinguished professor in the Department of Astronomy at the Uni-

versity of Arizona and the critically acclaimed author of Beyond, How It Began, and How It
Ends, and four other books, as well as two astronomy textbooks. He lives in Tucson, Arizona.

Paperbacks
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Crudo
A Novel

Olivia Laing

$14.95 paperback (Can. $19.95) • CQ 48
Territory T • ISBN 978-0-393-35741-7
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 160 pages • FICTION
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-65272-7)

“Love may not be original, but this funny,
fervent novel is.”—The New Yorker

I

t’s the summer of 2017 and Kathy—who bears a distinct resemblance
to punk novelist Kathy Acker—is getting married. Meanwhile, fascism
is on the rise, truth is dead, the planet is heating up, and Trump is tweeting the world ever closer to nuclear war. In Crudo, her first work of fiction, Olivia Laing radically rewires the novel with a fierce, compassionate
account of learning to love when the end of the world seems in sight.

• One of the New York Times
100 Notable Books of 2018
• Best books of 2018: Esquire,
The New Yorker, NPR, Paste,
Washington Post, Bustle,
Guardian, PopSugar
• Paperback roundups
• Author essays timed to
publication
• Outreach to
author community:
OliviaLaing.co.uk |
@olivialnaguage

A New York Times Notable, Washington Post, NPR,
Guardian, and Bustle Best Book of 2018
“Breathless and gripping. . . . [Crudo] traps the first summer of Trump and Brexit
—NPR
like a fly in amber.”
“A narrative written with immense vitality and, miraculously, the lightest of
—Deborah Levy, Wall Street Journal
touches.”
“A single moment in modernity, deconstructed by the savagely entertaining, Acker-
inspired voice of Laing.”
—Paris Review Daily

Suki Dhanda

OLIVIA LAING

is the author of three much-admired works of biography, memoir, and

criticism. Her most recent, The Lonely City, was translated into fifteen languages. In 2018 she
was awarded a Windham-Campbell Prize for nonfiction. She lives in London, England.

Paperbacks
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Hello World
Being Human in the Age of Algorithms

Hannah Fry

$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 36
Territory T • ISBN 978-0-393-35736-3
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 256 pages • MATHEMATICS
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-63499-0)

“A beautifully accessible guide. . . . One
of the best books yet written on data and
algorithms.”—Times [London]

• Best books of 2018: Guardian,
Library Journal, Wired (UK)
• Paperback reviews
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Author lecture tie-ins

W

hen it comes to artificial intelligence, we hear either of a paradise
on Earth or of our imminent extinction. It’s time we stand face-
to-digital-face with the true powers and limitations of the algorithms
that already automate important decisions in healthcare, transportation,
crime, and commerce.
Hello World is indispensable preparation for the moral quandaries of a
world run by code, and with the unfailingly entertaining Hannah Fry as
our guide, we’ll be discussing these issues long after the last page is turned.

• Outreach to
author community:
HannahFry.co.uk |
@FryRsquared |
fb: FryRSquared

“With refreshing simplicity, Fry explains what AI, machine learning and compli—Guardian
cated algorithms really mean.”
“Fascinating and funny. I learned something on every page.”
—Tom Chivers, BuzzFeed
“An action-packed read during which you will be outraged, provoked, and chal—Cathy O’Neil, author of Weapons of Math Destruction
lenged.”

Peter Bartlett

H A N N A H F RY

56 September
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is an associate professor in the mathematics of cities at the Centre for

Advanced Spatial Analysis at University College London. A regular presenter for the BBC,
she lives in London.

Paperbacks
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Wit’s End
What Wit Is, How It Works, and Why We Need It

James Geary

$14.95 paperback (Can. $19.95) • CQ 36
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35759-2
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 12 illustrations • 240 pages • LANGUAGE
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-25494-5)

Entertaining, illuminating, and
entirely unique, Wit’s End “convey[s]
the power of wit to refresh the mind”
(Wall Street Journal).

• Newsweek Best
Books of 2018
• Featured in the Discover
holiday gift guide
• Paperback roundups
• National radio interviews
• Author lecture tie-ins

I

n this engaging book, James Geary explores every facet of wittiness,
from its role in innovation to why puns are the highest form of wit.
Adopting a different style for each chapter—from dramatic dialogue to
sermon, heroic couplets to a barroom monologue—Geary embodies wit in
all its forms. Wit’s End agilely balances psychology, folktales, visual art,
and literary history with lighthearted humor and acute insight, demonstrating that wit and wisdom are really the same thing.

• Outreach to
author community:
JamesGeary.com |
@jamesgeary

“Wit’s End juggles scholarship, humorous anecdote and critical insight with a diabolical, almost sinister dexterity. No shrinking violet, Geary fully intends to strut
his stuff, to glitter and beguile, and he does so with remarkable ingenuity and
—Washington Post
chutzpah.”
“Geary is a keen storyteller, promiscuous with quotes and figures. One could do
worse at a cocktail party than simply opening his book at random and reading
—The New Yorker
aloud.”

Maciek Nabrdalik

JA M E S G E A RY

is the author of four previous books, including the New York Times

bestseller The World in a Phrase, and the deputy curator at Harvard University’s Nieman
Foundation for Journalism. A sought-after speaker and avid juggler, he lives near Boston,
Massachusetts.

Paperbacks
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N E W Y O R K T I M E S BE S T S ELLER

These Truths
A History of the United States

Jill Lepore

T

he challenge of retelling five hundred years of American history in a single volume has been so daunting that
hardly any historian has attempted it in decades.

When Jill Lepore’s New York Times best-selling These Truths

appeared in 2018, critics quickly hailed it as a classic—appealing
not only to academics, but to thousands of astonished general
readers. Picking up the book out of a feeling of civic duty, they
opened its pages to discover a different kind of writing, and what
the Washington Post called “an honest reckoning with America’s
past”—a story filled with women and men and people of every

• One of the New York Times 100
Notable Books of 2018
• Best Book of 2018: Bustle,
Chicago Public Library, Chicago
Tribune, Dallas Morning News,
Folio, Iowa Public Radio, Kirkus
Reviews, LitHub.com, Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel, Mother Jones,
Newsday, Newsweek, NPR,
Smithsonian, St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, Time, Washington Post,
WBUR’s On Point
• Paperback roundups
• Author tour: New York, Boston,
Washington

color and religion, one that wrestles with the state of American

• Essays and op-eds timed to
publication

politics, the legacy of slavery, the persistence of inequality, and

• Tie-in with author lectures

the nature of technological change.

• Outreach to author community:
TheseTruthsBook.com

With These Truths, Harvard historian and New Yorker writer
Jill Lepore has produced a book that will shape our view of
American history for decades to come.

JILL LEPORE

Dari Pillsbury

is the David Woods Kemper ’41 Professor of American History at Harvard University and a staff
writer at The New Yorker. Her many books include The Secret
History of Wonder Woman, a national bestseller, and Book of
Ages, a finalist for the National Book Award.

58 October
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ALSO AVAILABLE

This America
978-1-63149-641-7
$16.95

$19.95 paperback (Can. $25.95) • CQ 12
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35742-4
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 70 illustrations • 960 pages • HISTORY
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-63524-9)

A “sweeping, sobering account” (New York Times
Book Review) from one of our leading historians,
These Truths “is nothing short of a masterpiece
of American history” (NPR).
Paperbacks
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The Shades
A Novel

Evgenia Citkowitz

$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 36
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-35758-5
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 208 pages • FICTION
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-25412-9)

“Brilliantly constructed, The Shades is
ghostly and alive, cerebral and sensuous,
an absolutely riveting read.”
—Los Angeles Times

• Paperback roundups
• Social media campaign
• Book group promotions and
reading group guide

A

year has passed since Catherine and Michael Hall lost their teenage
daughter in a car accident, leaving them and their sixteen-year-old
son, Rowan, reeling in the aftermath of the tragedy. Catherine withdraws
to Hamdean, the family’s apartment in a Georgian country manner, where
the mysteries of the past begin to collide with the truth of the present.
“Elegantly unnerving. . . . 
Written in cool and crystalline prose, The Shades
unspools in a rational and realistic world in which all is not as it seems.”
—New York Times Book Review
“An absorbing book by an author who knows how to create organic suspense without ever overplaying her hand. . . . Intricately plotted and perfectly paced. . . . A n
excellent debut novel that deals heavily with death, but still feels alive, compas—NPR
sionate and full of truths.”

E VG E N I A C I T KOW I TZ
Natalya Sands

60 October

was born in New York and educated in London and the

United States. Both The Shades and her debut novella and short-story collection, Ether, were
New York Times Editors’ Choice picks. She lives in Los Angeles.

Paperbacks
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Click Here to
Kill Everybody
Security and Survival in a Hyper-connected World

Bruce Schneier

$17.95 paperback (Can. $23.95) • CQ 36
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35744-8
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 336 pages • SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-60888-5)

The Internet is powerful but it is not safe.
As “smart” devices proliferate the risks
will get worse, unless we act now.

F

rom driverless cars to smart thermostats, the Internet now has
direct effects on the physical world. Although this computerized
future, often called the Internet of Things, carries enormous potential,
best-selling author Bruce Schneier argues that catastrophe awaits in its
new vulnerabilities and dangers. Forget data theft; cutting-edge digital
attackers can now literally crash your car, pacemaker, and home security
system, as well as everyone else’s.
In Click Here to Kill Everybody, Schneier “sets out detailed solutions
that should be required reading for politicians across the world” (Financial Times). From principles for a more resilient Internet of Things to a
recipe for sane government oversight, Schneier’s vision is required reading for anyone invested in human flourishing.

• National media interviews
• Paperback roundups
• original articles timed to
publication
• Outreach to
author community:
Schneier.com |
@schneierblog | fb: bruce
.schneier | the author’s
Cryptogram enewsletter
• Social media promotion
ALSO AVAILABLE

Data and Goliath
978-0-393-35217-7
$17.95

Erik Nilsson ETABLERA.io

“Sober, lucid and often wise in diagnosing how the security challenges posed by
the expanding Internet came about, and in proposing what should (but probably
won’t) be done about them.”
—Nature

BRUCE SCHNEIER

is a security technologist and best-selling author. He is a Fellow

and lecturer at Harvard University, the CTO of IBM Resilient, and a board member of the
Electronic Frontier Foundation.

Paperbacks
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Help!
The Beatles, Duke Ellington, and the Magic of Collaboration

Thomas Brothers

$17.95 paperback (Can. $23.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35752-3
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 30 illustrations • 416 pages • MUSIC
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-24623-0)

The fascinating story of how creative
cooperation inspired two of the world’s
most celebrated musical acts.

• Paperback roundups
• Author lecture tie-ins
• Academic outreach to music
professors
also available

T

he Beatles and Duke Ellington’s Orchestra stand as the two greatest
examples of collaboration in music history. Through his highly original examination of these two musical legends, Duke University musicologist Thomas Brothers delivers a portrait of the creative process at work,
demonstrating that the cooperative method at the foundation of these
two artist-g roups was the primary reason for their unmatched musical success.
While clarifying the historical record of who wrote what, with whom,
and how, Brothers brings the past to life with a breadth of musical knowledge that reverberates through every page, and analyses of songs from
Lennon and McCartney’s Strawberry Fields Forever to Billy Strayhorn’s
Chelsea Bridge. Help! describes in rich detail the music and mastery of two
cultural leaders whose popularity has never dimmed.

“This is musicology with taste as well as ears.”

Louis Armstrong,
Master of Modernism
978-0-393-35080-7
$19.95
Louis Armstrong’s
New Orleans
978-0-393-33001-4
$21.95

—Wall Street Journal

“Adds significantly to our knowledge of popular music and iconic musicians of the
20th century.”
—Philadelphia Inquirer

Duke Photography

T H O M AS B R OT H E R S

62 October

is the author of Louis Armstrong’s New Orleans and Louis

Armstrong, Master of Modernism, which was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize. A professor of
music at Duke University, he lives with his family in Durham, North Carolina.

Paperbacks
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Gone So Long
A Novel

Andre Dubus III

$16.95 paperback (Can. $22.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35737-0
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 464 pages • FICTION
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-24410-6)

Andre Dubus III probes the limits of
recovery and absolution in this
masterpiece of empathy.

A

n ex-con who did time for murder, the estranged daughter he hasn’t
seen in forty years, and the grandmother angry enough to kill him all
come together in this riveting family drama. Like Dubus’s already-classic
memoir, Townie, and his novel House of Sand and Fog (a #1 New York
Times bestseller), Gone So Long is a profound exploration of the struggle
between the selves we wish to be, and the ones—shaped by chance and
circumstance, as well as character—t hat we can’t escape.
“Full of ghosts and regrets and glimmering shards of excavated memory, Gone So
Long is about destruction and redemption and the stupid, stubborn way people
—Boston Globe
have of squandering love.”

John Hauschildt /
www.rumdoodle.com

“A multilayered character study, told in flashbacks and memoir excerpts and present-day prose, slowly revealing the strength and resilience of its two main female
—Rob Merill, A ssociated Press
characters and ending with a hint of hope.” 

ANDRE DUBUS III

• A Boston Globe Best
Book of 2018
• Regional author appearances
and book signings
• Social media promotion
• Outreach to
author community:
AndreDubus.com
• Book group promotion and
reading group guide
ALSO AVAILABLE

House of Sand and Fog
978-0-393-35634-2
$15.95
Dirty Love
978-0-393-34891-0
$14.95
Townie
978-0-393-34067-9
$15.95

is the author of Townie: A Memoir and six acclaimed works of fic-

tion, including House of Sand and Fog (a finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction). He
lives with his family in Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Paperbacks
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Losing the Nobel Prize
A Story of Cosmology, Ambition, and the
Perils of Science’s Highest Honor

Brian Keating

$17.95 paperback (Can. $23.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-35739-4
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 368 pages • SCIENCE
(original hardcover: 978-1-324-00091-4)

“A compelling personal memoir, a
fascinating history of cosmology, and an
interesting firsthand account of a dramatic
scientific adventure.”—Physics Today

• A Best Science Book of 2018:
Science Friday
• Paperback roundups
• Outreach to
author community:
BrianKeating.com |
@drbriankeating

C

osmologist and inventor of the BICEP (Background Imaging of Cosmic Extragalactic Polarization) experiment Brian Keating tells the
inside story of the mesmerizing quest to unlock the biggest mysteries of
the universe and the human drama that ensued. We follow along on a personal journey of revelation and discovery in the publish-or-perish world
of modern science, and learn that the Nobel Prize might hamper—rather
than advance—scientific progress. Fortunately, Keating offers practical
solutions for reform, providing a vision of a scientific future in which cosmologists may finally be able to see all the way back to the very beginning.
“By losing the Nobel Prize, Keating has led us to an even greater victory: the recognition that there are more important things in this Universe . . . t han the fleeting
glory of an earthly award.” 
—Forbes
“A riveting account of the rise and fall of the seeming confirmation of the cosmological theory of inflation.”
—Science

Nelvin Cepeda / San Diego
Union Tribune via ZUMA Press

“Charming and clever.”

64 October

B R I A N K E AT I N G

—ScienceNews

is a professor of physics at the University of California, San Diego;

a Fellow of the American Physical Society; and the director of the Simons Observatory. He
lives with his family in La Jolla, California.
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Galaxy Love
Poems

Gerald Stern
“What a voice, what a bardic roll. [Stern’s] poetry is a
lifelong act of love.”—Philadelphia Inquirer
National Book Award winner Gerald Stern’s wistful and lively poems span countries
and centuries, reflecting on memory, aging, history, and mortality.
“[Stern] has settled into a serenity reminiscent of his old master Whitman. . . . Yet
the appetite’s still on duty.”
—New York Times Book Review
“Stern is . . . absolutely necessary to living.”

G E R A L D ST E R N
$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 48
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35751-6
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 128 pages • POETRY
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-25491-4)

—Erie Reader

is the award-winning author of nineteen poetry

collections. He lives in New York.

Paperback roundups • Author readings • Social media promotion
ALSO AVAILABLE

Divine Nothingness • 978-0-393-35286-3 • $16.95

Luxury
Poems

Philip Schultz
“Compelling. . . . [Schultz’s] works are replete with
insights and nuggets of wisdom.”—Washington Post
With humor, irony, and celebration, Luxury explores the comfort and sustenance of
life, the bittersweet clarity of aging, and the anxiety of existence.
“A notable addition to a body of work that is durable, compelling, and instructive.”
—David Wojahn
“A snapshot of our malaise ‘one luminous, lost imagination at a time.’ ”

P H I L I P S C H U LTZ
$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 48
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35754-7
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 96 pages • POETRY
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-63468-6)

—Millions

is the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of eight

poetry collections. He lives in East Hampton, New York.

Paperback roundups • Author readings • Social media promotion
ALSO AVAILABLE

The Wherewithal • 978-0-393-35144-6 • $16.95

Paperbacks
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The Souls of Yellow Folk
Essays

Wesley Yang

$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 36
Territory A • ISBN 978-0-393-35755-4
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 240 pages • SOCIOLOGY
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-24174-7)

“The cry for individual identity can be no
louder than in [this] piercing collection. . . . 
Fierce and refreshing.”—Carlos Lozada,
Washington Post

N

amed a notable book of the year by the New York Times and the
Washington Post, and one of the best books of the year by the Spectator and Publishers Weekly, The Souls of Yellow Folk is a powerful debut
from one of the most acclaimed essayists of his generation. Wesley Yang
writes about race and sex without the polite lies that bore us all.

• One of the New York Times
100 Notable Books of 2018
• Best Book of 2018: Book
Forum, Book Riot, Chicago
Tribune, Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel, Newsweek,
Publishers Weekly,
Washington Post
• Paperback roun-ups
• Op-eds timed to publication
• Author lecture tie-ins
• Outreach to
author community:
@wesyang
• Social media campaign

“With gonzo candor and intellectual capaciousness, Yang’s Du Bois–inflected
essays probe the identity crises of Asian American men.”—O, The Oprah Magazine
“Yang’s book is a primer to the wider oeuvre of a perceptive writer with undeniably
—Theodore Kupfer, National Review
sharp insights into American life.”
“[Yang] is one of the essential writers we have right now and we are lucky to
—Daniel Oppenheimer, Quillette
have him.”
“Thoughtful, beautifully written essays that explore the dark and conflict-ridden
—Ben Sixsmith, Spectator
landscapes of our modern conceptions.”

W E S L E Y YA N G
Rich Woodson

66 November

has written for the New York Times Magazine, Harper’s, the New York

Times Book Review, New York magazine, Esquire, Tablet, and n+1. His work has appeared in
The Best American Essays,The Best American Magazine Writing, The Best Creative Nonfiction,
and The Best American Nonrequired Reading. He lives in Montreal, Quebec.

Paperbacks
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Wolves of Eden
A Novel

Kevin McCarthy

$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35760-8
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 1 map • 368 pages • FICTION
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-65204-8)

“Kevin McCarthy is a fresh voice,
and a keen one.”—Larry McMurtry, author
of The Last Kind Words Saloon

1866.

Dakota Territory. Red Cloud’s coalition of tribes battles
the U.S. Army to reclaim its hunting grounds in the Powder River Valley. Against this background, Wolves of Eden sets four men
on a deadly collision course in a narrative that explores the cruelty of warfare, the power of love, and the resilience of the human spirit: Lieutenant
Martin Molloy and his loyal orderly, sent West to investigate a triple murder at a frontier fort; and Irish immigrant brothers Thomas and Michael
O’Driscoll, who survive the brutal front lines of the Civil War only to find
themselves as both hunters and the hunted in another bloody campaign.
Blending intimate historical detail and emotional acuity, Wolves of
Eden firmly establishes Kevin McCarthy “in the company of masters like
Patrick O’Brian and Hilary Mantel” (Stephen Harrigan).

Maya Nolan

KEVIN McCARTHY

• Paperback reviews
• Outreach to book clubs and
reading groups
• Outreach to
author community:
KevinMcCarthyAuthor
.blogspot.com

is the author of the historical crime novel Irregulars and the

acclaimed Peeler, selected by the Irish Times as one of its top ten thrillers of 2010. He lives
in Dublin, Ireland.

Paperbacks
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Silicon City
San Francisco in the Long Shadow of the Valley

Cary McClelland

$16.95 paperback (Can. $22.95) • CQ 36
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-35743-1
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 272 pages • SOCIOLOGY
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-60879-3)

“Essential. . . . A conflicted and complex
portrait of a city starving for solutions.”
—Brandon Yu, San Francisco Chronicle

F

amously home to artists and activists, and known as the birthplace
of the Beats, the Black Panthers, and the LGBTQ movement, the Bay
Area has been reshaped by Silicon Valley, the engine of the new American
economy. Through interviews with people at the epicenter of the recent
change, Cary McClelland captures San Francisco as never before.

• Longlisted for the 800-CEOReads Award
• Paperback roundups
• Outreach to
author community:
CaryMcClelland.com |
@globalcary

“McClelland weaves together a narrative of a region under siege by the economic
forces. . . . A refreshing perspective.”
—Oakland Magazine
“Silicon City should be San Francisco’s next big city-w ide read.”
—Katie Hafner, Fast Company
“With dazzling omniscience, Silicon City delivers the voices of the people, each one
sharing their own understanding of the city, like an oral history of the present.”
—David Cassel, New Stack
“Nuanced, diverse, complicated, and ongoing. . . . The residents of the region excavate its history, dissect the present, and offer visions for the future.”
—D ylan Schleicher, 800-CEO-R EAD

C A RY M c C L E L L A N D

is a writer, filmmaker, lawyer, and rights advocate whose work

has taken him around the world. He met his wife in San Francisco, where they built their first
Evan Felts

home. They now live in Brooklyn with their son.

68 November
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Rampage
MacArthur, Yamashita, and the Battle of Manila

James M. Scott

$19.95 paperback (Can. $25.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35756-1
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 16 pages of illustrations, 10 maps
672 pages • HISTORY/WORLD WAR II
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-24694-0)

“Illuminating. . . . An eloquent testament to
a doomed city and its people . . . a moving,
passionate monument to one of humanity’s
darkest moments.”—Wall Street Journal

B

y early 1945, General Douglas MacArthur prepared to reclaim Manila,
America’s “Pearl of the Orient,” seized by the Japanese in 1942. Convinced that the Japanese would abandon the city as he did, MacArthur
planned a victory parade down Dewey Boulevard—but the enemy had
other plans. The Japanese were determined to fight to the death, and the
battle to liberate Manila resulted in the catastrophic destruction of the
city and a rampage by Japanese forces that brutalized the civilian population—a massacre as horrific as the Rape of Nanking. Drawing from war-
crimes testimony, after-action reports, and survivor interviews, Rampage
recounts one of the most heartbreaking chapters of Pacific War history.

• Best Book of 2018: Kirkus
Reviews, Military Times
• Paperback reviews
• Tie-in with author lectures
• Social media promotion
• Outreach to
author community:
JamesMScott.com |
@JamesMScott3 |
fb: James-M-Scott
ALSO AVAILABLE

Target Tokyo
978-0-393-35227-6
$18.95

“Powerful narrative history . . . impossible to put down.”
—Bob Drogin, Los Angeles Times

Mic Smith
Photography LLC

“An excellent but wrenchingly graphic account of one of the least commemorated
massacres in World War II.”
—R ichard Frank, Proceedings

JA M E S M . S COT T

is the author of Target Tokyo, a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize; The

War Below; and The Attack on the Liberty. He lives in Charleston, South Carolina.

Paperbacks
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Residue
A Kevin Kerney Novel

Michael McGarrity

$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-0-393-35757-8
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 384 pages • MYSTERY
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-63435-8)

“Complex, entirely original, and whip-smart,
Residue is all but impossible to put down.”
—John Lescroart

A

gainst the backdrop of the harsh desert and high mountain country of southwestern New Mexico, a long-unsolved missing-person
case becomes a homicide investigation when the bones of Kim Ward are
unearthed in Las Cruces, New Mexico, forty-five years after her disappearance. Compelling forensic and anecdotal evidence quickly shifts
suspicion to Ward’s old college boyfriend: former Santa Fe police chief
Kevin Kerney.

• Paperback roundups
• Local author readings
and signings
• Outreach to
author community:
MichaelMcGarrity.com
• Social media campaign
ALSO AVAILABLE

Mexican Hat
978-0-393-33398-5
$13.95
Tularosa
978-0-393-33399-2
$14.95

“[McGarrity’s] portrait of [New Mexico] is a strong one, built on meticulously
detailed intelligence gathered, sifted and analyzed for unspoken secrets and lies
—Marilyn Stasio, New York Times
by the author’s own deeply cunning mind.”
“An ex-cop, McGarrity knows what he’s writing about—a nd how to write it.”
—Tony Hillerman

Daniel Quat Photography

“With each succeeding mystery, McGarrity is ever more sure of his central character, Kerney. Richly textured in setting and character, this series gets better with
—Dallas Times Herald
each outing.”

70 November

MICHAEL McGARRITY

is the author of the nationally best-
selling Kevin Kerney

crime novels and his American West Trilogy historical novels. A former psychotherapist and
deputy sheriff, he lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Paperbacks
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After Emily
Two Remarkable Women and the Legacy
of America’s Greatest Poet

Julie Dobrow

$18.95 paperback (Can. $24.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35749-3
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 51 illustrations, 1 map • 448 pages • BIOGRAPHY
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-24926-2)

“Mesmerizing. . . . If you’re interested in
juicy behind-the-scenes literary history,
After Emily is your book.”—Washington Post

T

hough their story is little-
known, mother and daughter Mabel
Loomis Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham brought Emily Dickinson’s genius to light. Utilizing letters, diaries, and journals long relegated
to the archives, Julie Dobrow reveals the intrigue of Dickinson’s literary
beginnings, including a tumultuous affair, controversial editorial decisions, and a battle over the right to define the “Belle of Amherst.”

• Paperback roundups
• Social media campaign
• Outreach to
author community:
JulieDobrow.com
• Social media campaign to
fans of Emily Dickinson

“Dobrow’s intimate account reveals how decisively [Mabel and Millicent’s] efforts
shaped perceptions of the white-clad recluse and her visionary poems. Scandal
and pathos abound.”
—The New Yorker
“Long overdue. . . . At the end of her book, Ms. Dobrow wonders what Mabel and
Millicent would think of her good work. Doubtless, they’d be very pleased.”
—Brenda Wineapple, Wall Street Journal
“[Dobrow] serves as a kind of fiercely clever detective in stitching together Todd’s
remarkable influence and all the other little intrigues behind the marketing of
—American Scholar
Dickinson and her legacy.”

Alonso Nichols

J U L I E D O B R OW

is a professor and director of the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies

at Tufts University. Her writing has appeared in the Boston Globe Magazine and the Huffington Post, among other publications. She lives outside of Boston, Massachusetts.

Paperbacks
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Kitchen Yarns
Notes on Life, Love, and Food

Ann Hood

$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 36
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-35753-0
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 256 pages • MEMOIR
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-24950-7)

“Deliciously digestible . . . the wistful and
wonderful Kitchen Yarns is a feast for the
heart, mind, and senses.”—USA Today

F

rom her Italian American childhood through raising and feeding
a growing family and cooking with her new husband, food writer
Michael Ruhlman, Ann Hood has long appreciated the power of good
food. In Kitchen Yarns, she details her life with essays and recipes, spinning tales of loss and starting from scratch, family love and feasts with
friends, and how the perfect meal is one that tastes like home.
“Hood’s essays are like hot chocolate, cozy and warm. Her collection of meditations on food and life touches the big themes.”
—New York Times Book Review, Editors’ Choice

“Ann Hood is a gifted storyteller. . . . [Kitchen Yarns is] perfect holiday season fare.”
—People, Book of the Week

• A Real Simple Best
Book of 2018
• Paperback roundups
• Author appearances
• Outreach to
author community:
AnnHood.us | @annhood56
ALSO AVAILABLE

Morningstar
978-0-393-35556-7
$14.95
The Book That Matters Most
978-0-393-35409-6
$15.95
An Italian Wife
978-0-393-35123-1
$15.95
The Obituary Writer
978-0-393-34677-0
$15.95

“These tales of ingredients, recipes, and meals will lift your spirits.”
—Washington Post
“In this cozy read, Hood shares recipes that shaped her . . . a nd the poignant life
lessons about loss, love, and friendship she learned in the kitchen.” —Real Simple

Beowulf Sheehan

ANN HOOD

72 December

is the author of the eight previous books, including the best-selling memoir

Comfort: A Journey Through Grief and the best-selling novels The Book That Matters Most and
The Knitting Circle. She lives in Providence, Rhode Island.

Paperbacks
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LIVERIGHT
Building on a Great Tradition

FALL 2019
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Audience of O ne

AUDIENCE OF ONE
Television, Donald Trump, and the Politics of Illusion

JAMES PONIEWOZIK
A generational work that, using television, reframes
America’s identity through the rattled mind of a
septuagenarian, insomniac, cable-news-junkie president.

I

n the tradition of great cultural figures like

networks, into today’s fractious confederation of

Marshall McLuhan and Neil Postman,

“spite-
and-
insult” media subcultures. The sec-

New York Times chief television critic James

ond examines Donald Trump himself, who took

Poniewozik traces the history of television and

advantage of these historic changes to constantly

mass media from the early 1980s to today, and

reinvent himself: from boastful cartoon zillion-

demonstrates how a “volcanic, camera-
hogging

aire; to 1990s self-parodic sitcom fixture; to The

antihero” merged with America’s most power-

Apprentice-reality-TV star; and, finally, to Twitter-

ful medium to become our forty-fifth president.

mad, culture-
warring demagogue. A trenchant,

Beginning where Postman left off, Audience of One

often slyly hilarious, work, Audience of One provides

weaves together two compelling stories. The first

an eye-opening history of American media and a

charts the seismic evolution of television from a

sobering reflection of the raucous, “gorillas-are-

monolithic mass medium, with three mainstream

always-fighting” culture we’ve now become.

74

Mark Roussel

JAMES PONIEWOZIK has been the chief television critic of the New York
Times since 2015. He was previously the television and media critic for Time
magazine and media columnist for Salon. He lives in Brooklyn.
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“An amazingly observant critic. . . . I am insanely envious of [Poniewozik’s] talent,
to a degree that is probably not strictly healthy.”—Michael Schaub
“The best prosemeister covering media by a mile.”—David Carr

Major review attention • National print and broadcast interviews • Op-e ds and essays • Author Q&A
Outreach to media studies, journalism schools, and communication programs
Outreach to entertainment publications and websites • Appearances in New York and Washington DC
TV and satellite radio tour • Library marketing • Outreach to author community @Poniewozik

SEPTEMBER
$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-63149-442-0
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 304 pages • POLITICAL SCIENCE
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mudLArK

MUDLARK

In Search of London’s Past
Along the River Thames

LARA MAIKLEM

A quixotic journey through London’s past,
Mudlark plumbs the banks of the Thames
to reveal the stories hidden behind the
archaeological remnants of an ancient city.

L

ong heralded as a city treasure, expert “mudlarker”
Lara Maiklem is uniquely trained in the art of seeking. Tirelessly trekking across miles of the Thames’

muddy shores, where others only see the detritus of city life,
Maiklem unearths evidence of England’s captivating, if sometimes murky, history—with some objects dating back to 43 ad,

• National print and broadcast interviews
• Major review attention
• Facebook discussion and Reddit AMA
• PR kit on how to mudlark

when London was but an outpost of the Roman Empire. From

• Slideshows featuring objects
recovered along the Thames

medieval armor worn by warriors on English battlefields to nine-

• Promotional video

teenth- century glass marbles mass-produced for the nation’s
first soda bottles, Maiklem deduces the historical significance
of these artifacts with the quirky enthusiasm and sharp-sightedness of a twenty-first century Sherlock Holmes. Seamlessly
interweaving reflections from her own life with meditations on
the art of wandering, Maiklem ultimately delivers—for Anglophiles and history lovers alike— a memorable treatise on the
objects we leave in our wake, and the stories they can reveal if

• Outreach to history, travel,
and archaeological websites,
publications, and podcasts
• Outreach to mudlarking and
amateur archaeologist community
• Outreach to author community on
Facebook and Twitter: @LondonMudlark
| Instagram: @London.Mudlark

only we take a moment to look.
SEPTEMBER
$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24

LARA MAIKLEM is a British editor who has

76
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been mudlarking for more than a decade. Featured
in the Guardian and by the BBC for her work as
the “London Mudlark,” she lives on the Kent coast,
close to the Thames Estuary, and visits the river as
regularly as the tides permit.

Territory C • ISBN 978-1-63149-496-3
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 15 black-and-white
illustrations • 320 pages • HISTORY
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Beyond Arkham

H. P. LOVECRAFT
EDITED WITH A FOREWORD AND
NOTES BY LESLIE S. KLINGER
INTRODUCTION BY VICTOR LAVALLE

THe neW Anno TATed H. P. Lo VecrAfT

THE NEW ANNOTATED
H. P. LOVECRAFT

No lover of gothic literature will want to
be without this literary keepsake, the final
volume of Leslie Klinger’s tour-de-force
chronicle of Lovecraft’s canon.

I

n 2014, The New Annotated H. P. Lovecraft was published to

• Major review attention
• Tie- in to Halloween
• Appearances in California and New York
• Outreach to horror, fantasy, and sci-fi
publications, podcasts, and newsletters

widespread acclaim—vaunted as a “treasure trove” (Joyce
Carol Oates) for Lovecraft aficionados and general read-

ers, alike. Hailed by Harlon Ellison as an “Olympian landmark
of modern gothic literature,” the volume included twentytwo of Lovecraft’s original stories. Now, in this final volume,

• Social media campaign

best-selling author Leslie S. Klinger reanimates twenty-five

• Outreach to editor community
on Twitter: @lklinger | Goodreads:
@lklinger | LesliesKlinger.com

additional stories, the balance of Lovecraft’s significant fiction,
including “Rats in the Wall,” a post–World War I story about
the terrors of the past, and the newly contextualized “The
Horror at Red Hook,” which recently has been adapted by

SEPTEMBER
$39.95 hardcover (Can. $53.95) • CQ 8
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-63149-263-1
8.5̋ × 10̋ • 200 illustrations
608 pages • FICTION
Also available

best-selling novelist Victor LaValle. In following Lovecraft’s
own literary trajectory, readers can witness his evolution from
Rhode Island critic to prescient literary genius whose titanic
influence would only be appreciated decades after his death.
Including hundreds of eye-opening annotations and dozens of
rare images, Beyond Arkham finally provides the complete picture of Lovecraft’s unparalleled achievements in fiction.

THE NEW ANNOTATED
H. P. LOVECRAFT
978-0-87140-453-4
$39.95
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H. P. LOVECRAFT (1890–1937) is regarded as the leading twentieth-century American author of supernatural ﬁction. LESLIE S.
KLINGER is the Edgar Award–winning editor of numerous books, including the best-selling The New Annotated H. P. Lovecraft. He lives in Malibu,
California. VICTOR LAVALLE is the author of The Changeling and The
Ballad of Black Tom, among many other books. He has been the recipient
of numerous awards, including a Whiting Writers’ Award, a Guggenheim
Fellowship, a Shirley Jackson Award, and an American Book Award.
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ABouT us

ABOUT US

Essays from the Disability Series
of the New York Times

EDITED BY PETER CATAPANO AND
ROSEMARIE GARLAND-THOMSON
FOREWORD BY ANDREW SOLOMON

Based on the pioneering New York Times
series, About Us collects the personal essays
and reflections that have transformed the
national conversation around disability.

S

ince its debut in 2016, the New York Times “Disability”
series has brought insight to millions of readers into what
it means, and how it feels, to live with a disability. The

life stories, by authors with disabilities that range from blindness and deafness to chronic illness and depression, speak to

• Major review attention
• National print and broadcast interviews
• Op- eds and excerpts

the fullness of human experience. These compelling accounts

• Appearances in Atlanta, New York,
Philadelphia, and Washington DC

of childhood, love, sex, conflict, resourcefulness, and joy, both

• Editor Q&A

topical and timeless, have influenced public opinion and pro-

• Outreach to disability publications,
websites, and support organizations

moted the social and civil rights of America’s largest minority
group. Echoing the refrain of the disability rights movement,
“nothing about us without us,” this collection, with a foreword
by Andrew Solomon, presents more than sixty essays from the
series, including “Becoming Disabled,” “I Use a Wheelchair.
And, Yes, I’m Your Doctor,” and “10 Things My Chronic Illness Taught My Children.” Overturning pervasive stereotypes,
About Us reveals how disabled people have survived and flour-

• Marketing campaign in collaboration
with the New York Times
• Social media campaign targeted to
disability advocates and followers of
disability empowerment programs
• Library marketing
• Academic marketing

ished in a world not yet built for them.
SEPTEMBER
$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
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Shoey Sindel
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Tony Cenicola

PETER CATAPANO is an

award-winning opinion editor at the
New York Times. ROSEMARIE
GARLAND-THOMSON is
professor of English and bioethics
at Emory University.

Territory W • ISBN 978-1-63149-585-4
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 304 pages • HEALTH
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The Spiritualists, Mediums, and
Legends of Camp Etna

THe in-BeTWeens

THE IN-BETWEENS

MIRA PTACIN

A young writer travels to Maine to tell the
unusual story of America’s longest-running camp
devoted to mysticism and the world beyond.

T

• Major review and feature attention
• National print and broadcast interviews

hey believed they would live forever. So begins Mira
Ptacin’s haunting account of the women of Camp
Etna— an otherworldly community in the woods

of Maine that has, since 1876, played host to generations of

• Appearances in New York,
Boston, and Maine

Spiritualists and mediums dedicated to preserving the links

• Author Q&A

between the mortal realm and the afterlife. Beginning her nar-

• Op- eds and essays

rative in 1848 with two sisters who claimed they could speak to

• Outreach to historical, religious
and women’s- interest publications,
podcasts, and websites

the dead, Ptacin reveals how Spiritualism first blossomed into

• Early outreach and giveaways on
Goodreads and Shelf Awareness

and its practices—from ghost hunting to releasing trapped spir-

• Buzz mailing to influencers
in literary community

struggle with faith, uncertainty, and mortality. Blending mem-

a national practice during the Civil War, yet continues— even
thrives—to this very day. Immersing herself in this community
its to water witching— Ptacin sheds new light on our ongoing
oir, ethnography, and investigate reportage, The In-Betweens

• Library marketing

offers a vital portrait of Camp Etna and its enduring hold on

• Outreach to author community
on Facebook: MiraMPtacin |
Twitter: @MiraPtacin | Instagram:
@MiraMPtacin | MiraMPtacin .com

a modern culture that remains as starved for a deeper sense of
connection and otherworldliness as ever.

$26.95 hardcover (Can. $35.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-63149-381-2
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 25 black-and-white
photographs • 288 pages • MEMOIR
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Shane Thomas McMillan

OCTOBER

The author of the acclaimed memoir Poor Your Soul,
MIRA PTACIN has written for NPR, Guernica,
New York, Tin House, and Vice, among other publications. She teaches memoir-writing to women at
the Maine Correctional Center and lives on Peaks
Island, Maine.
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Americ an C uisine

AMERICAN CUISINE
And How It Got This Way

PAUL FREEDMAN
With a dramatic sweep of more than 200 years,
Paul Freedman’s lavishly illustrated history convinces us
that there actually is an American cuisine.

F

food restaurants. With the recent farm-
to-
table

Americans themselves, have doubted the

movement, a culinary revolution, however, has

existence of American cuisine, believing

now transformed the way Americans eat. Whether

that hamburgers, hot dogs, and pizza define the

analyzing how corporations and advertisers used

nation’s palate. Not so, says leading food historian

seduction and guilt to dictate women’s food-shop-

Paul Freedman, whose book chronicles American

ping habits, exploring how class has always deter-

culinary habits from the early days of the new repub-

mined what Americans eat, or documenting the

lic to the present. Showing how regional dishes like

countless contributions provided by a never-end-

New England clam chowder and Louisiana gumbo

ing stream of immigrants who have actually created

yielded to powdered milk, ketchup, and packaged

America’s unique cuisine, Freedman has written a

baloney, Freedman traces the twentieth-
century

landmark work revealing an astonishing history

rise of processed food, standardization, and fast-

most of us thought we never had.

Bonnie J. Roe
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or decades, skeptical foreigners, even many
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 AUL FREEDMAN is a history professor at Yale University and the
P
acclaimed author of Ten Restaurants That Changed America, which was named
a Washington Post Notable Book of the Year and praised as “essential” by the
Wall Street Journal Magazine. He lives in Pelham, New York.

2/8/19 3:53 PM

Praise for Ten Restaurants That Changed America
“This is a completely new kind of American history, as well as a revelation
about restaurants and society.”—Danny Meyer
“Fascinating. . . . Mr. Freedman’s book suggests that it’s not ultimately restaurants
that change America—it’s the people in the kitchen.”—Wall Street Journal

Major review and feature attention • National broadcast and TV interviews • Off-t he-b ook-p age features in food,
entertaining, and travel sections • Holiday and gift roundups • Slideshows available • Food podcast tour • Author
appearances in New York, Washington DC, Boston, Philadelphia, Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and
Los Angeles • Digital campaign and social media advertising to fans of top cooking and food media brands

OCTOBER
$39.95 hardcover (Can. $53.95) • CQ 10 • Territory W • ISBN 978-1-63149-462-8
7̋ × 9.25̋ • 85 color photographs • 528 pages • COOKING
Also available
TEN RESTAURANTS THAT
CHANGED AMERICA
978-1-63149-498-7 • $23.95
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Lis TeninG for Americ A

LISTENING
FOR AMERICA

Inside the Great American Songbook
from Gershwin to Sondheim

ROB KAPILOW

“Not since the late Leonard Bernstein has classical
music had a combination salesman-teacher as
irresistible as Kapilow.” —Kansas City Star

F

ew people in recent memory have dedicated themselves as devotedly to the story of twentieth- century
American music as Rob Kapilow, the composer, con-

• Tie-in to author’s national
performance schedule

ductor, and host of the hit NPR music radio program, What

• Major review and feature attention

Makes It Great? Now, in Listening for America, he turns his keen

• National print and broadcast interviews

ear to the Great American Songbook, bringing many of our

• Op-eds

favorite classics to life through the songs and stories of eight of

• Spotify playlist

the twentieth century’s most treasured American composers—

• Outreach to music and
theater performance venues,
organizations, and publications

Kern, Porter, Gershwin, Arlen, Berlin, Rodgers, Bernstein, and
Sondheim. Hardly confining himself to celebrating what makes
these catchy melodies so unforgettable, Kapilow delves deeply
into how issues of race, immigration, sexuality, and appropriation intertwine in masterpieces like Show Boat and West Side
Story. A book not just about musical theater but about America itself, Listening for America is equally for the devotee, the
singer, the music student, or for anyone intrigued by how popular music has shaped the larger culture, and promises to be the

• Multimedia website with music
samples and notes on composition
• Online advertising targeted to
fans of the American songbook
and its top composers
• Outreach to author community on
Facebook: @RobKapilow | Twitter:
@RobKapilow | RobKapilow .com

ideal gift book for years to come.

ROB KAPILOW is a composer, conductor, and

82

Peter Schaaf

music commentator who has traveled the world as a
guest speaker and host of What Makes It Great? The
author of two previous books, he lives in New Jersey.
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OCTOBER
$39.95 hardcover (Can. $53.95) • CQ 16
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-63149-029-3
7̋ × 9.25̋ • 100 music examples
448 pages • MUSIC
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PAssinG

PASSING

A Memoir of Love and Death

MICHAEL KORDA

In the tradition of The Year of Magical
Thinking comes a legendary editor’s
unflinching love song about his radiant wife,
Margaret, and her battle with cancer.

I

t was a warm April in Pleasant Valley when Margaret

• Appearances in New York
and Philadelphia
• Major review attention

Korda, normally a fearless horsewoman, dropped her horsewhip while she was riding. Such a mild slip was easy to

ignore, but when other troubling symptoms accumulated, she

• National print and broadcast interviews

confided to her husband, “Michael, I think something serious

• Satellite radio tour

is wrong with me.” Within a few rapid weeks, the fiercely inde-

• Personal essays and excerpts

pendent, former fashion model was diagnosed with brain can-

• Outreach and galley giveaways on
Goodreads and Shelf Awareness

cer, while Michael, once reliant on her steeliness, became her

• Library marketing

her beloved toiletries for the hospital. An operation performed

caregiver, deciphering bewildering medical reports and packing
by a renowned surgeon allowed Margaret to ride her favorite
competition horse Logan go Bragh a few more times, but Mar-

OCTOBER

garet’s tumors quickly returned—leaving her to grapple with

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $33.95) • CQ 24

the reality of impending death. In rapturous prose, Korda, a

Territory M • ISBN 978-1-63149-464-2

modern-day Orpheus, braids her heroic story with heartrending

5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 4 photographs

details of their final year together. Passing, a tender memoir, is a

224 pages • MEMOIR

testament to the transcendent possibilities of love.

Also available
ALONE
978-1-63149-491-8 • $18.95

Lars Lonninge

The former editor-in-chief of Simon & Schuster,
MICHAEL KORDA is the author of Alone and
the best-selling books Hero, Clouds of Glory, and
Charmed Lives. He lives in Pleasant Valley, New York.
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THe GoLden THreAd

THE GOLDEN THREAD

How Fabric Changed History

KASSIA ST. CLAIR

The best-selling author of The Secret Lives of
Color returns with this rollicking narrative
of the 30,000-year history of fabric, briskly
told through thirteen charismatic episodes.

F

rom colorful 30,000-year-old threads found on the floor
of a Georgian cave to the Indian calicoes that sparked
the Industrial Revolution, The Golden Thread weaves an

illuminating story of human ingenuity. Design journalist Kassia
St. Clair guides us through the technological advancements and
cultural customs that would redefine human civilization—from
the fabric that allowed mankind to achieve extraordinary things

• Major review attention
• National print, radio, and
podcast interviews
• Off-the-book-page features
in design, fashion, and history
publications and websites

(traverse the oceans and shatter athletic records) and survive

• Op-eds

in unlikely places (outer space and the South Pole). She peo-

• Promotion to arts and design
communities on Pinterest,
Etsy, and Instagram

ples her story with a motley cast of characters, including Xiling,
the ancient Chinese empress credited with inventing silk, to
Richard the Lionhearted and Bing Crosby. Offering insights
into the economic and social dimensions of clothmaking—and
countering the enduring, often demeaning, association of textiles as “merely women’s work”—The Golden Thread offers an
alternative guide to our past, present, and future.

• Bookstagram tour
• Galley giveaways on Goodreads
and Liveright social media
• Outreach to author community
on Twitter and Instagram:
@KassiaStClair | KassiaStClair.com

NOVEMBER

KASSIA ST. CLAIR is a journalist and author who has written about
design and culture for publications including the Economist, Elle, and the
Times Literary Supplement. The author of The Secret Lives of Color, St.
Clair lives in London.

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24
Territory N • ISBN 978-1-63149-480-2
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 8 pages of color
photographs • 320 pages • HISTORY
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Postwar England and the Rise of Nationalism

FINTAN O’TOOLE

THe PoLiTics of P Ain

THE POLITICS OF PAIN

From one of the most perceptive observers
of the English today comes a brilliantly
insightful, mordantly funny account of their
seemingly irrational embrace of nationalism.

E

ngland’s recent lurch to the right appears to be but

• Major review and feature attention
• Op-eds and original essays
• National print and broadcast interviews

one example of the nationalist wave sweeping across
the world, yet as acclaimed Irish critic Fintan O’Toole

suggests in The Politics of Pain, it is, in reality, a phenomenon

rooted in World War II. We must look not to the vagaries of

• Outreach to history, foreign affairs,
and political organizations and podcasts

the European Union but, instead, far back to the end of the

• Buzz mailing to historians and
political commentators

British empire, if we hope to understand our most fraternal

• Social media promotion targeted
to readers of Brexit news coverage

selves. O’Toole depicts a roiling nation that almost ludicrously

• Outreach to author community
on Twitter: @FOToole

that erupts in faux outrage over regulations on “prawn-flavored

ally— and the royal mess in which the British now find themdreams of a German invasion, if only to get the blood going, and
crisps.” A sympathetic yet unsparing observer, O’Toole asks:
How did a great nation bring itself to the point of such willful
self-harm? His answer represents one of the most profound por-

NOVEMBER

traits of the English since Sarah Lyall’s New York Times best-

$27.95 hardcover (Can. $36.95) • CQ 24

seller The Anglo Files.

Territory C • ISBN 978-1-63149-645-5

Benson Russell (BensonRussell.com)

6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 256 pages • HISTORY
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FINTAN O’TOOLE writes for the Irish Times,
the Guardian, and the New York Review of Books.
A winner of the Orwell Prize and the European
Press Prize, he lives in Dublin and in Princeton,
New Jersey.
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HoW To mAKe iT in THe neW music Business

HOW TO MAKE
IT IN THE NEW
MUSIC BUSINESS

Practical Tips on Building a Loyal Following
and Making a Living as a Musician
SECOND EDITION

ARI HERSTAND
FOREWORD BY DEREK SIVERS

Hailed as an “indispensable” guide (Forbes),
How to Make It in the New Music Business returns
in this extensively revised and expanded edition.

W

hen How to Make It in the New Music Business hit
shelves in 2016, it instantly became the go- to
resource for musicians eager to make a living in

• Appearances coordinated with author’s
national performance schedule

a turbulent industry. Widely adopted by music schools every-

• Infographics and YouTube videos

where and considered “the best how-to book of its kind” (Music

• Outreach to music schools

Connection), it inspired thousands to stop waiting around for

• Radio giveaways

that “big break.” Now trusted as the leading expert for “do it

• Reddit AMA

yourself” artists, Ari Herstand returns with this second edi-

• Social media campaign

tion, maintaining that a stable career can be built by taking
advantage of the many tools at our fingertips: conquering social
media, mastering the art of merchandising, embracing authen-

• Outreach to author community
on Twitter: @AriHerstand |
AriHerstand .com | ArisTake .com

tic fan connection, and simply learning how to persevere. Comprehensively updated to include the latest online trends and
developments, it offers inspiring success stories across media
such as Spotify and Instagram. The result is a must-have for
anyone hoping to navigate the increasingly complex yet advantageous landscape that is the modern music industry.

NOVEMBER
$29.95 hardcover (Can. $39.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-63149-479-6
7̋ × 9.25̋ • 416 pages
PERFORMING ARTS
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Anthony Mongiello

Previous edition: 978-1-63149-150-4
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ARI HERSTAND is an independent musician who has performed more than 700 shows
and leads the funk project Brassroots District. His
music business advice blog, Ari’s Take, was nominated by LA Weekly as a Best Music Blog. He lives
in Los Angeles.
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The Life and Times of William Monroe Trotter

BLAcK rAdic AL

BLACK RADICAL

KERRI K. GREENIDGE

This long-overdue biography reestablishes
William Monroe Trotter’s essential place
next to Douglass, Du Bois, and King in the
pantheon of American civil rights heroes.

W

illiam Monroe Trotter (1872–1934), though still virtually unknown to the wider public, was an unlikely

• Major review and feature attention

American hero. With the stylistic verve of a news-

• National print, radio, and
podcast interviews

paperman and the unwavering fearlessness of an emancipator,

• Author appearances in Boston,
Washington DC, and New York

he galvanized black working-class citizens to wield their polit-

• Outreach to African American–
interest and history publications,
podcasts, and websites

America. For more than thirty years, the Harvard- educated

ical power despite the violent racism of post-Reconstruction
Trotter edited and published the Guardian, a weekly Boston
newspaper that was read across the nation. Defining himself

• Excerpts and op-eds

against the gradualist politics of Booker T. Washington and the

• Online advertising targeted to
readers of African American history

elitism of W. E. B. Du Bois, Trotter advocated for a radical
vision of black liberation that prefigured leaders such as Marcus

• Galley giveaways on Goodreads

Garvey, Malcolm X, and Martin Luther King Jr. Synthesizing
years of archival research, historian Kerri Greenidge renders
the drama of turn-of-the-century America and reclaims Trot-

NOVEMBER

ter as a seminal figure, whose prophetic, yet ultimately tragic,

$35.00 hardcover (Can. $47.00) • CQ 16

life offers a link between the vision of Frederick Douglass and

Territory M • ISBN 978-1-63149-534-2

black radicalism in the modern era.

6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 20 black-and-white

Mat thew Guillor y

illustrations • 400 pages • BIOGRAPHY
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KERRI K. GREENIDGE teaches in Tufts
University’s Consortium of Studies in Race, Colonialism, and Diaspora, where she is director of the
program in American studies, and where she is also
codirector of the African American Trail Project.
She lives in Massachusetts.
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in seArcH of L os T Time

PAPERBACK ORIGINAL

IN SEARCH
OF LOST TIME

In the Shadow of Young Girls in Flower

MARCEL PROUST
ADAPTATION AND DRAWINGS BY STÉPHANE HEUET,
TRANSLATED BY LAURA MARRIS

Celebrated as a “literary gateway drug” to
Proust’s masterpiece (NPR), the New York Times–
best-selling graphic adaptation continues
with this highly anticipated new volume.

I

n what renowned translator Arthur Goldhammer called “a
piano reduction of an orchestral score,” the first volume
of Stéphane Heuet’s adaptation of In Search of Lost Time

electrified the graphic community like no other—re-presenting
the novel for anyone who has always dreamed of reading Proust

• Major review and feature attention
• Focus on graphic fiction
blogs, podcasts, and zines

but was put off by the sheer magnitude of the undertaking.

• Outreach to literary and Frenchinterest publications and websites

Whereas the first volume described the narrator’s childhood

• Social media campaign

in the pastoral town of Combray, the second volume portrays
the narrator’s foray into adolescence, set in the opulent seaside resort of Balbec. Preserving Proust’s original dissection
of the spontaneity of youth, translator Laura Marris captures
the narrator’s infatuation with his playmates—his memories of
their intoxicating afternoons together unfolding as if in a dream.
Featuring some of Proust’s most memorable characters—from

DECEMBER
$19.95 original paperback (Can. $25.95)
CQ 12 • Territory T
ISBN 978-1-63149-367-6
8.5̋ × 11̋ • 112 pages • LITERATURE

mysterious Charles to beguiling young Albertine—this second

Also available

volume becomes a necessary companion piece for any lover of

IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME:

modern literature.

SWANN’S WAY
978-1-63149-647-9 • $19.95
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MARCEL PROUST (1871–1922) was a French novelist, most
famous for his autobiographical series of novels, In Search of Lost Time.
STÉPHANE HEUET is a French comic artist who is ﬁve volumes
into his adaptation of In Search of Lost Time. LAURA MARRIS is
an award-winning writer and translator who teaches creative writing at
Boston University.
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A Life of Pliny

DAISY DUNN

THe sHAdoW of VesuVius

THE SHADOW
OF VESUVIUS

“A wonderfully rich, witty, insightful, and
wide-ranging portrait of the two Plinys and their
world.”—Sarah Bakewell, author of How to Live

W

hen Pliny the Elder perished at Stabiae during
the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD, he left behind

• Major review and feature attention

an enormous compendium of knowledge, his

• Outreach to literature and classicist
publications and websites

thirty-seven-volume Natural History, and a teenaged nephew
who revered him as a father. Grieving his loss, Pliny the

• Outreach to author community
on Twitter and Instagram:
@DaisyFDunn | DaisyDunn .co.uk

Younger inherited the Elder’s notebooks—filled with pearls of
wisdom— and his legacy. At its heart, The Shadow of Vesuvius is
a literary biography of the younger man, who would grow up to
become a lawyer, senator, poet, collector of villas, and chron-

DECEMBER

icler of the Roman Empire from the dire days of terror under

$29.95 hardcover (Can. $39.95) • CQ 24

Emperor Domitian to the gentler times of Emperor Trajan. A

Territory M • ISBN 978-1-63149-639-4

biography that will appeal to lovers of Mary Beard books, it is

6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 8 illustrations

also a moving narrative about the profound influence of a father-

336 pages • BIOGRAPHY

figure on his adopted son. Interweaving the younger Pliny’s
Letters with extracts from the Elder’s Natural History, Daisy
Dunn paints a vivid, compellingly readable portrait of two of

Alice Dunn

antiquity’s greatest minds.
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DAISY DUNN is a classicist, art historian, and
cultural critic. She is the author of Catullus’ Bedspread: The Life of Rome’s Most Erotic Poet and The
Poems of Catullus: A New Translation. She lives in
Surrey, England.
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HOME AFTER DARK

A Novel

Home AfTer d ArK

WINNER OF THE 2019 ALEX AWARD
DAVID SMALL

“Among the most masterful storytellers alive
today” (Gene Luen Yang), “few creators
mine the pathos of a dark midcentury
childhood like Small” (Washington Post).

S

ince the publication of Stitches a decade ago, David Small
has emerged as one of the seminal authors in the genre
of graphic literature. Here, in Home After Dark, a Boston

Globe Best Book of 2018, Small provides a “painfully honest”

• Best of Year: Washington
Post and Boston Globe

and “haunting work of unfolding surprise” (Jules Feiffer) that

• Featured on NPR’s
Pop Culture Happy Hour

renders the brutality of adolescence in the 1950s. Through

• Limited-edition poster available

“gorgeous and expressive drawings” (Roz Chast), Small “recap-

• Paperback and graphic-novel roundups

tures the inchoate chaos of youth” (Jack Gantos), telling the

• Outreach to YA readers

story of thirteen-year-old Russell Pruitt, who, abandoned by his

• Holiday gift guide promotion

mother, follows his father to the sun-splashed land of Califor-

• Instagram tour

nia in search of a dream. Suddenly forced to fend for himself,

• Library marketing

Russell struggles to survive in Marshfield, a dilapidated town

• Book club promotion

haunted by a sadistic animal killer and a ring of malicious boys.
Eerily foreboding yet filled with uncanny psychological insights
and stray glimmers of hope, Home After Dark confirms Small’s
place as a modern master of graphic fiction.

SEPTEMBER
$19.95 paperback • CQ 24
Territory H • ISBN 978-1-63149-627-1
7̋ × 9̋ • 416 pages

90

Gordon Trice

GRAPHIC NOVELS
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DAVID SMALL is the author of the New York
Times best-selling Stitches, which won the Alex
Award and was a ﬁnalist for the National Book
Award. He and his wife, the writer Sarah Stewart,
live in Michigan.

(original hardcover: 978-0-87140-315-5)
Also available
STITCHES
978-0-393-33896-6 • $16.95
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PAPERBACK

The Epic History of America’s
Most Notorious Pirates

|

PAPERBACK

ERIC JAY DOLIN

BLAcK fLA Gs, BLue WATers

BLACK FLAGS,
BLUE WATERS

“An entertaining romp across the oceans
that shows how piracy is an inseparable
element of our past.”—Wall Street Journal

T

o be read alongside thrilling histories by Nathaniel
Philbrick, Hampton Sides, and Rinker Buck, Black

• Featured on CBS, and in the Wall
Street Journal and Boston Globe

Flags, Blue Waters vividly reanimates the “Golden

Age” of piracy in the Americas— spanning the late 1600s

• Select author appearances
• Holiday gift guide promotion

through the early 1700s—when lawless pirates plied the coastal

• Book club promotion

waters of North America and beyond. “Deftly blending schol-

• Social media advertising

arship and drama” (Richard Zacks), best-selling author Eric

• Finished copy giveaways on Goodreads
and Liveright social media accounts

Jay Dolin illustrates how American colonists at first supported

• Outreach to author community
on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube:
@EricJayDolin | Instagram:
@EricJayD | EricJayDolin .com

the Crown, not to mention in their own financial interest, and

these outrageous pirates in an early display of solidarity against
then violently opposed them. Through engrossing episodes of
roguish glamour and extreme brutality, Dolin depicts the star
pirates of this period, among them towering Blackbeard, illfated Captain Kidd, and sadistic Edward Low, who delighted
in torturing his prey. Upending popular misconceptions and

SEPTEMBER

cartoonish stereotypes, Black Flags, Blue Waters is a “gripping”

$18.95 paperback (Can. $24.95) • CQ 24

(BookPage) and “stirring history that reads like a novel” (Ste-

Territory W • ISBN 978-1-63149-622-6

phen Puleo).

5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 100 illustrations;
8 pages of color illustrations • 416 pages
HISTORY
(original hardcover: 978-1-63149-210-5)

BRILLIANT BEACONS
978-1-63149-250-1 • $18.95
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Penny Ann Dolin

Also available

ERIC JAY DOLIN is the best-selling author of
Leviathan and Brilliant Beacons. He and his family
live in Marblehead, Massachusetts, from which the
pirate John Quelch departed in 1703, and returned
to in 1704, only to be hanged in Boston.
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PAPERBACK

HOW TO BEHAVE
BADLY IN ELIZABETHAN
ENGLAND

A Guide for Knaves, Fools, Harlots, Cuckolds,
Drunkards, Liars, Thieves, and Braggarts

RUTH GOODMAN
Offensive language, insolent behavior,
slights, brawls, and scandals come alive
in Ruth Goodman’s uproarious history
for mischievous Anglophiles.

W

ith this “impeccable” (BBC History) chronicle,
acclaimed popular historian Ruth Goodman reveals
a Renaissance Britain particularly rank with trou-

• Featured in the New York
Times Book Review

blemakers. From snooty needlers who took aim with a cutting

• Paperback roundups

“thee,” to lowbrow drunkards with revolting table manners,

• Holiday gift guide promotion

Goodman’s “gleeful and illuminating” (Booklist, starred review)

• Social media advertising

portrait of offenses most foul draws upon advice manuals, court
cases, and sermons. Wicked readers will delight in learning why
quoting Shakespeare was poor form, and why curses hurled at

OCTOBER

women were almost always about sex (no surprise there). “Acces-

$17.95 paperback • CQ 36

sible, fun, and historically accurate” (Publishers Weekly, starred

Territory N • ISBN 978-1-63149-624-0

review), How to Behave Badly is a celebration of one of history’s

5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 100 black-and-white

naughtiest periods, when derision was an art form.
“Oh, how I wish Ruth Goodman could be my tutor. But
settling in for one of her history lessons is better than second
best.” —Alicia Becker, New York Times Book Review

images • 320 pages • HISTORY
(original hardcover: 978-1-63149-511-3)
Also available
HOW TO BE A TUDOR
978-1-63149-253-2 • $17.95

HOW TO BE A VICTORIAN
978-1-63149-113-9 • $17.95

RUTH GOODMAN is the author of How to Be a Victorian and
How to Be a Tudor. An historian of British life, she has presented a number of BBC television series, including Tudor Monastery Farm. She lives
in England.
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PAPERBACK

Why I Left the Right

MAX BOOT

onserV ATism

WITH A NEW AFTERWORD

THe c orrosion of c

THE CORROSION OF
CONSERVATISM

|

PAPERBACK

A “must read” (Joe Scarborough) by a
New York Times–best-selling author, The
Corrosion of Conservatism presents a necessary
defense of American democracy.

P

raised on publication as “one of the most impressive
and unflinching diagnoses of the pathologies in Repub-

• Featured on MSNBC, CNN,
and HBO, and in the New York
Times and New York magazine

lican politics that led to Trump’s rise” (Jonathan Chait,

New York), The Corrosion of Conservatism documents a president

• Author appearances in New
York and Washington DC

who has traduced every norm and the rise of a nascent centrist

• National print and broadcast interviews

rably succinct and trenchant” (Charles Reichman, San Fran-

movement to counter his assault on democracy. In this “admi-

• Op-eds

cisco Chronicle) exhumation of conservatism, Max Boot tells the

• Outreach to political podcasts

story of an ideological dislocation so shattering that it caused

• Social media advertising

his courageous transformation from Republican foreign policy

• Outreach to author community
on Facebook and Twitter:
@MaxBoot | MaxBoot .net

advisor to celebrated anti-Trump columnist. From recording
his political coming-of-age as a young émigré from the Soviet
Union to describing the vitriol he endured from his erstwhile
conservative colleagues, Boot mixes “lively memoir with sharp
analysis” (William Kristol) from its Reagan-era apogee to its

OCTOBER

corrosion under Donald Trump.

$17.95 paperback (Can. $23.95) • CQ 36
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-63149-628-8
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 288 pages
POLITICAL SCIENCE
(original hardcover: 978-1-63149-567-0)
Also available
THE ROAD NOT TAKEN
Don Pollard

978-1-63149-562-5 • $19.95
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MAX BOOT is a senior fellow at the Council on
Foreign Relations, a columnist for the Washington
Post, and a global affairs analyst for CNN. He’s the
author of the New York Times bestsellers The Road
Not Taken: Edward Lansdale and the American Tragedy
in Vietnam and Invisible Armies.
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REDISCOVERING
TRAVEL

redisc o VerinG TrA VeL

A Guide for the Globally Curious

SETH KUGEL

A revolutionary philosophy for rookie
and veteran travelers alike, Rediscovering
Travel “gets to the heart of why we travel”
(Matt Kepnes, “Nomadic Matt”).

H

aving captivated millions during his tenure as the
New York Times’s “Frugal Traveler,” Seth Kugel is
one of our most internationally beloved travel writ-

ers. With the initial publication of Rediscovering Travel, he took

• Featured in the New York Times
• Paperback roundups

the corporate modern travel industry to task, determined to

• Off-the-book-page features in
travel publications and podcasts

reignite an age-old sense of adventure that has virtually been

• Holiday gift guide promotion

vanquished by the spontaneity- obliterating likes of Google

• Social media advertising

Maps, TripAdvisor, and Starwood points. Now in travel-friendly

• Outreach to author community on
Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram: @SethKugel |
YouTube: @GloballyCurious |
SethKugel.com

paperback, this “funny, inspiring and well-crafted” companion
(Associated Press) reveals how to make the most of new apps
and other digital technologies without being shackled to them.
Writing for the tight-belted tourists and the first-class flyer, the
eager student and the comfort-seeking retiree, Kugel shows all
readers “not only where to look, but how” (Samantha Brown),
and promises that we too can rediscover the joy of discovery.
“Travel is not about the destination but the experience. . . . That’s what makes [it] so appealing, so addictive,
and that’s what makes Rediscovering Travel so necessary.”
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Sebastian Piras

— Peter Greenberg
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NOVEMBER
$15.95 paperback (Can. $21.95) • CQ 36
Territory W • ISBN 978-1-63149-631-8
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 320 pages • TRAVEL
(original hardcover: 978-0-87140-850-1)

SETH KUGEL , the New York Times’s “Frugal
Traveler” from 2010 to 2016, has appeared on
CBS This Morning and NPR. He hosts the YouTube
channels Globally Curious and Amigo Gringo, and
lives in New York.
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PAPERBACK

The Businessman Who Saved the
Republican Party and His Country, and
Conceived a New World Order

DAVID LEVERING LEWIS

THe imProBABLe WendeLL WiLLKie

THE IMPROBABLE
WENDELL WILLKIE

|

PAPERBACK

From a two-time Pulitzer-winning historian
comes an “insightful, compelling portrait” (New
York Times Book Review) of Wendell Willkie, the
businessman-turned-presidential candidate.

H

ailed as “the definitive biography of Wendell Willkie”

• Featured in The New Yorker,
the New York Times Book Review,
and the Wall Street Journal

(Irwin F. Gellman), The Improbable Wendell Willkie
offers an “engrossing and enlightening appraisal”

(Ira Katznelson) of a prominent businessman and Wall Street

• Paperback roundups

attorney presidential candadate who could have saved Ameri-

• Outreach to history and politics
podcasts and publications

ca’s sclerotic political system. Although Willkie lost to FDR in

• Social media advertising

that the story of this Hoosier-born corporate chairman’s life

1940, acclaimed historian David Levering Lewis demonstrates
is “a powerful reminder of practical bipartisanship, visionary
internationalism, and committed civil liberties and civil rights”

NOVEMBER

(Katrina vanden Heuvel). Popular for his downhome midwest-

$18.95 paperback (Can. $24.95) • CQ 24

ern charm and unaffected candor, Willkie possessed a supple

Territory W • ISBN 978-1-63149-625-7

intellect and a concealed disdain for political opportunism

6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 30 illustrations

that, had he not died prematurely, would have revolutionized

416 pages • BIOGRAPHY

American politics with its advocacy of bipartisanship and social

(original hardcover: 978-0-87140-457-2)

responsibility. “Meticulously researched and brilliantly writ-

Also available

ten” (Douglas Brinkley), The Improbable Wendell Willkie “brings

GOD’S CRUCIBLE

the now largely unknown Willkie to a new generation” (The New

978-1-63149-430-7 • $18.95

Frank Stewar t

Yorker), reclaiming the legacy of an American icon.
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DAVID LEVERING LEWIS, author of God’s
Crucible, is university professor emeritus of history at New York University. A recipient of the
National Humanities Medal, each volume of Lewis’
two-volume biography of W. E. B. Du Bois received
the Pulitzer Prize. He lives in New York City.
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HOW LANGUAGE
BEGAN

HoW LAnGu AGe BeGAn

The Story of Humanity’s Greatest Invention

DANIEL L. EVERETT

“Few books on the biological and cultural origin
of humanity can be ranked as classics. I believe
[this] will be one of them.” —Edward O. Wilson

A

t the time of its publication, How Language Began
received high acclaim for capturing the fascinating history of mankind’s most incredible creation. Deemed

a “bombshell” linguist and “instant folk hero” by Tom Wolfe

• Paperback roundups
• Author interviews

guages that exist today are not only the product of one million

• Outreach to author community
on Twitter: @AmazonRambler
| DanEverettBooks.com

years of evolution but also have allowed us to become Earth’s

• Social media advertising

(Harper’s), Daniel L. Everett posits that the near-7,000 lan-

apex predator. Tracing 60,000 generations, Everett debunks
long-held theories across a spectrum of disciplines to affirm the
idea that we are not born with an instinct for language. Woven
with anecdotes of his nearly forty years of fieldwork amongst
Amazonian hunter-gatherers, this is a “completely enthralling”
(Spectator) exploration of our humanity and a landmark study of
what makes us human.
“[An] ambitious text. . . . Everett’s amiable tone, and espe-

DECEMBER
$19.95 paperback (Can. $25.95) • CQ 24
Territory M • ISBN 978-1-63149-626-4
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 20 illustrations; 1 map
352 pages • SCIENCE
(original hardcover: 978-0-87140-795-5)

cially his captivating anecdotes . . . , will help the neophyte

96

Illinois State Universit y

along.”—New York Times Book Review
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DANIEL L. EVERETT is the dean of arts and
sciences at Bentley University. He has published
more than one hundred articles and twelve books
on linguist theory, including The Dark Matter of the
Mind. He lives in Waltham, Massachusetts.
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The Case for the Nation

THis Americ A

THIS AMERICA

JILL LEPORE

From the best-selling author of These Truths,
a work that examines the dilemma of
nationalism and the erosion of liberalism
in the twenty-first century.

A

t a time of much despair over the future of liberal
democracy, Harvard historian Jill Lepore makes a

• Major review and feature attention

stirring case for the nation in This America. Since the

• National print and major
broadcast interviews

end of the Cold War, Lepore writes, American historians have

• Select author appearances

largely retreated from the idea of “the nation,” in part because

• Outreach to history and politics
websites and publications

postmodernism has corroded faith in grand narratives, and in

• Excerpted in Foreign Affairs

suspect and unpalatable. Bucking this trend, however, Lepore

part because the rise of political nationalism has rendered it
argues forcefully that the nation demands scrutiny. Without an
honest reckoning with America’s collective past, we will be at

M AY

the mercy of unscrupulous demagogues who spin their own ver-

$18.00 hardcover (Can. $24.00)

sion of the national story for their own purposes. “When serious

CQ 24 • Territory M

historians abandon the study of the nation,” Lepore tellingly

ISBN 978-1-63149-641-7

writes, “nationalism doesn’t die. Instead, it eats liberalism.” A

4.5̋ × 7.25̋ • 160 pages • HISTORY

trenchant work of political philosophy as well as a reclamation
of America’s national history, This America asks us to look our

THESE TRUTHS

nation’s sovereign past square in the eye to reveal not only a

978-0-393-35742-4 • $19.95

history of contradictions, but a path of promise for the future.

Dari Pillsbur y

Also available
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JILL LEPORE is the David Woods Kemper ’41
Professor of American History at Harvard University and a staff writer at The New Yorker. Her many
books include These Truths, a New York Times bestseller, and Book of Ages, a ﬁnalist for the National
Book Award.
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Addiction, Attachment,
Trauma, and Recovery
The Power of Connection

Oliver J. Morgan
Foreword by Louis Cozolino

$39.95# hardcover (Can. $53.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71317-6
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 384 pages • PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCHOTHERAPY

A new model of addiction that incorporates
neurobiology, social relationships, and
ecological systems.

U

nderstanding addiction is no longer just about understanding neurons or genes, broken brain functioning, learning, or faulty choices.
Oliver J. Morgan provides a fresh take on addiction and recovery by
presenting a more inclusive framework than traditional understanding. Cutting-edge work in attachment, interpersonal neurobiology, and
trauma is integrated with ecological-systems thinking to provide a consilient and comprehensive picture of addiction.
Humans are born into connection and require nourishing relationships for healthy living. Adversities, however, bring fragmentation and
create the conditions for ill health. They create vulnerabilities. In order to
cope, individuals can turn to alternatives, “substitute relationships” that
ease the pain of disconnection. These can become addictions.
Addiction, Attachment, Trauma, and Recovery presents a model, a
method, and a mandate. This new focus calls for change in the established ways we think and behave about addiction and recovery. It reorients understanding and clinical practice for mental health and addiction
counselors, psychologists, and social workers, as well as for addicts and
those who love them.

O L I V E R J. M O R G A N ,
Dan Morgan

100 October

PhD, is professor of counseling and human services at the

University of Scranton in Scranton, Pennsylvania. He has written more than thirty articles and
book chapters, as well as several previous books, all in the field of addiction studies.

Professional Books: Psychology/Psychotherapy
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Different Patients,
Different Therapies
Optimizing Treatment Using Differential Psychotherapeutics

Deborah L. Cabaniss, MD
and Yael Holoshitz, MD

$65.00# hardcover (Can. $86.00) • CQ 12
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71342-8
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 16 graphs and charts
512 pages • PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCHOTHERAPY

Optimizing treatment choice through
understanding more than twenty popular
types of therapy.

D

ifferent Patients, Different Therapies is a guide to choosing among
the many psychotherapeutic options available to patients and therapists today. Offering a systematic approach, Deborah L. Cabaniss and Yael
Holoshitz outline more than twenty different types of therapy, including
psychodynamic psychotherapy, CBT, DBT, MI, and ACT. At the heart
of the book are vignettes of typical clinical situations, accompanied by
commentary about treatment choice from more than thirty psychotherapy experts.
Written in accessible, jargon-f ree language, this book is as suitable for
an introductory class on psychotherapy for any mental-health training
program as it is for a seasoned therapist or someone considering psychotherapeutic treatment. Chapters include exercises to help readers think
through new ways of helping patients to optimize treatment decisions.

DEBORAH L. CABANISS , MD, is professor of clinical psychiatry
and associate director of residency training. YAEL HOLOSHITZ , MD,
Eve Vagg

Jason Dunn

is assistant clinical professor of psychiatry and assistant director of the Psy-
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chiatric Institute Residents’ Clinic, at the Columbia University Department
of Psychiatry. Dr. Cabaniss’ earlier textbooks are widely used in the United
States and throughout the world. Both authors live in Manhattan.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

Trauma-Informed
Mindfulness with Teens
A Guide for Mental Health Professionals

Sam Himelstein

$24.95# paperback (Can. $33.95) • CQ 18
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71344-2
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 288 pages
PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCHOTHERAPY

For the clinician who wishes to share the
transformational practice of mindfulness
with youth who’ve been adversely impacted
by trauma.

M

indfulness has grown in popularity exponentially over the past
two decades, and many educators, therapists, and other youth
professionals are asked to teach mindfulness in a variety of public settings: schools, detention centers, and other systems of care. Many of these
youths are impacted by trauma.
Through practical methods and real-world examples, Sam Himelstein
offers a clear conceptual understanding for why mindfulness may help
youth impacted by trauma, explanation about when and how to adapt
mindfulness meditations, and practical “mini-modules” for presenting
and teaching mindfulness via a trauma-informed lens.
This book presents specific guidelines about teaching mindfulness
within a relationship-based framework for building the therapeutic alliance
and aiding other psychotherapy interventions. Case examples illuminate
common experiences that arise with trauma-impacted youth, and detailed
descriptions of exercises and curricula are provided. This book is a must
for therapists who wish to share mindfulness with trauma-impacted youth.

SA M H I M E L ST E I N , PhD, is a licensed psychologist, public speaker, and author who
Lisa Vortman

specializes in working with adolescents and their families in private practice, community

102 November

organizations, and juvenile justice settings. He travels the world offering workshops on
related topics, and lives in Oakland, California.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

The Wellness-centric
Mental Health
Practitioner
Interventions for Happiness, Enthusiasm,
Resilience, and Optimism (HERO)

Rakesh Jain and Saundra Jain
$27.95# original paperback (Can. $36.95) • CQ 20
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71365-7
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 320 pages
PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCHOTHERAPY

A dynamic approach to mental health
and wellness, ready for any clinician to
implement.

W

ellness is rapidly becoming an issue of great importance in clinical practice. Wellness-centric clinicians look to improve various
traits known to be beneficial to patients—traits such as happiness, enthusiasm, resilience, and optimism (referred to as the HERO traits). All of these
not only improve global mental wellness, but also offer resilience against
stress, depression, and anxiety. Wellness-centric interventions augment
both psychopharmacology and traditional psychotherapies, such as CBT.
Rakesh and Saundra Jain start with an in-depth review of the scientific
literature and a practical introduction on applying wellness interventions
in various clinical settings. Additionally, they offer advice on such beneficial practices as exercise, mindfulness, optimized nutrition, optimized
sleep, enhanced socialization, and positive psychology enhancement. A
robust resource section offers access to wellness-centric scales and forms
developed by the authors.

R A K E S H JA I N , MD, MPH, an adult, child, and adolescent psychiatrist is clinical professor of psychiatry at
Texas Tech University School of Medicine. SAU N D R A JA I N , MA, PsyD, LPC, a licensed professional counselor, is adjunct clinical affiliate, School of Nursing, at the University of Texas at Austin. They live in Austin, Texas.
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Trauma and Dissociation-
Informed Psychotherapy
Relational Healing and the Therapeutic Connection

Elizabeth Howell

$35.00# hardcover (Can. $47.00) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71373-2
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 288 pages • PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCHOTHERAPY

A fresh look at the importance of
dissociation in understanding trauma.

A

new model of therapeutic action, one that heals trauma and dissociation, is overtaking the mental-health field. It is not just trauma,
but the dissociation of the self, that causes emotional pain and difficulties
in functioning. This book discusses how people are universally subject to
trauma, what trauma is, and how to understand and work with normative
as well as extreme dissociation.
In this new model, the client and the practitioner are both traumatized
and flawed human beings who affect each other in the mutual process that
the promotes the healing of the client—psychotherapy. Elizabeth Howell
explains the dissociative, relational, and attachment reasons that people
blame and punish themselves. She covers the difference between repression and dissociation, and how Freud’s exclusive focus on repression and
the one-person fantasy Oedipal model impeded recognition of the serious consequences of external trauma, including child abuse. The book
synthesizes trauma/dissociation perspectives and addresses new structural models.

E L I Z A B E T H H OW E L L ,
Patrick Flanagan

104 December

PhD, teaches at several institutes and is on the editorial

board of the Journal of Trauma and Dissociation. She has written three previous books on
trauma, dissociation, and attachment, and more than thirty-five articles. She lives in New
York City.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

Your Client’s Internal
Experience
Neurobiologically-Based Exercises
to Enhance Your Perceptions

Arlene Montgomery
A companion guide to the author’s earlier book on the
clinical applications of neurobiology.

$32.00# original paperback (Can. $42.00)
CQ 16 • Territory W
ISBN 978-0-393-71346-6
8̋ × 10̋ • 320 pages
PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCHOTHERAPY

Your Client’s Internal Experience illustrates key principles of affect regulation through
case examples. Topics include affect regulation and the autonomic nervous system,
defense mechanisms and the limbic system, threat management and the amygdala,
therapeutic engagement issues and the vagal system, personality disorders as affect
management strategy, the adolescent brain, integrating selected neurobiological concepts into the supervisory process, and psychotic symptoms.
Arlene Montgomery tackles the vexing problem of a clinician’s internal response to
clients, utilizing exercises to examine the therapist’s reactions to clinical material as a
way to gather data about the client’s internal experience. Selected treatment principles
of regulation theory guide each chapter. Companion concepts such as intersubjectivity,
strangulation of affect, and hidden regulators of attachment are also presented.

A R L E N E M O N TG O M E RY , MSSW, PhD, LCSW, has taught at the University of Texas at Austin School of
Social Work and Smith College School for Social Work since 1993, and lives in Austin, Texas.

Rewiring the Addicted Brain
with EMDR-Based Treatment
Laurel Parnell, PhD
Attachment-focused EMDR and resource tapping
applied to the clinical challenge of addictions recovery.
Writing for both EMDR therapists and substance abuse counselors, Laurel Parnell provides user-friendly tools to help support clients in recovery with EMDR-based techniques that can be easily integrated into all levels of addiction treatment.
Emphasizing the practical clinical application of principles and techniques helpful
for addictions and addictive disorders, this book interweaves case material throughout the text, with some chapters presenting in-depth cases to illustrate the techniques.
Topics include treating trauma and supporting resilience, tools for affect regulation,
and rewiring the motivation-reward circuits.
$24.95# original paperback
(Can. $33.95) • CQ 20
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71423-4
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 320 pages
PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCHOTHERAPY
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L AU R E L PA R N E L L , PhD, is one of the world’s leading experts
on EMDR. A clinical psychologist, she has trained thousands in EMDR
through her international workshops. She is author of several books on
EMDR and lives in San Rafael, California.
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The Brain Health Book
Using the Power of Neuroscience to Improve Your Life

John Randolph

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $33.95) • CQ 20
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71287-2
5.5̋ × 8.25̋ • 288 pages • HEALTH/WELLNESS

Easy-to-understand science-based strategies
to maximize your brain’s potential.

C

Rob Strong Photography

oncerns about memory and other thinking skills are common, particularly in middle age and beyond. Due to worries about declining
brain health, some seek out dubious products or supplements purportedly
designed to improve memory and other cognitive abilities. Fortunately,
scientific research has uncovered a clear-cut set of evidence-based activities and lifestyle choices that are inexpensive or free and known to promote brain and cognitive functioning.
John Randolph translates this science in an engaging and accessible
way, including the brain-boosting effects of exercise, social activity, mental stimulation, task management strategies, nutrition, and positive self-
care. Interwoven with lessons from neuroscience, positive psychology,
social and clinical psychology, and habit formation research are powerful
self-coaching exercises designed to help the reader incorporate lifestyle
changes that promote brain health.

106 December

• Targeted outreach to health,
wellness, and science media
• Online features, reviews,
and promotion
• Radio and online interviews
• Author lectures and
presentations
• Library marketing

J O H N R A N D O L P H , PhD, is a board-certified clinical neuropsychologist, brain health
coach and consultant, and member of the adjunct faculty at the Geisel School of Medicine at
Dartmouth College. He lives with his family in New Hampshire’s scenic Upper Valley.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

The School-Savvy
Therapist
Working with Kids, Families, and Their Schools

Mary M. Eno

$29.95# original paperback (Can. $39.95) • CQ 20
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71190-5
7̋ × 10̋ • 272 pages • EDUCATION

When it comes to therapy with kids,
collaborating with schools and families
is essential.

D

rawing on research, case examples, and in-depth interviews, this
practical resource describes what therapists need to know about
schools and how they can effectively foster a supportive family-child-
school dynamic. From reviewing test results, conducting school observations, and attending IEP meetings to helping parents advocate for their
kids, the book provides the tools and guidance needed in every situation
and at every stage to collaborate with schools and families for positive
therapeutic outcomes.
Each central chapter contains an illustrative case example, includes a
list of questions for therapists to pose to kids and questions to pose to their
parents, and concludes with a “Reviewing the Basics” section that recaps
the key points from the text.

M A RY M . E N O , for several decades a professor of psychology at Bryn Mawr College
Lindsay Ladd

and the University of Pennsylvania, is a therapist in private practice in Philadelphia. She has
served as a consulting psychologist in multiple schools.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

The Mindful Schools
Curriculum for
Adolescents
Tools for Developing Awareness

Oren Jay Sofer and
Matthew Brensilver

$34.95# original paperback (Can. $45.95) • CQ 12
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71391-6
8.5̋ × 11̋ • 5 charts • 240 pages • EDUCATION

A flexible set of lessons tailored to the
developmental needs of adolescents, based
on research in behavioral science.

A

108 September

O R E N JAY S O F E R , senior program developer for Mindful Schools and
M AT T H E W B R E N S I LV E R , MSW, PhD, a clinical specialist in psychiatry at UCLA’s School of
a meditation trainer, lives in Richmond, California.

Merritt Duff

Sheila Menezes

rguably, no student population stands to gain more from mindfulness practice—with its power to enhance emotion regulation,
attention stability, and self-awareness—than students between the ages
of thirteen and twenty. In this comprehensive curriculum developed at
Mindful Schools, Oren Jay Sofer and Matthew Brensilver provide twenty-
five brief (twenty-to-t hirty-minute) lessons that supply a framework for
mindfulness instruction that can be expanded or condensed according to
the needs of students. Each lesson includes a “science supplement” with
research findings relevant to the practice, and handouts summarizing key
aspects of the lesson that can be distributed to students.
Users of the curriculum may also be interested in the instructional
resource written from a similar perspective by these authors with JoAnna
Hardy: Teaching Mindfulness to Empower Adolescents.

Medicine, lives in Berkeley, California.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

Teaching Mindfulness to
Empower Adolescents
Matthew Brensilver, JoAnna Hardy,
and Oren Jay Sofer

$24.95# original paperback (Can. $33.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71379-4
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 15 charts and tables • 224 pages • EDUCATION

“Effectively sharing mindfulness with
teenagers depends on distinct skill sets . . . 
done well, it is incredibly joyous.”

M

atthew Brensilver, JoAnna Hardy and Oren Jay Sofer provide a
powerful guide to help teachers master the essential competencies
needed to successfully share mindfulness practices with teens and adolescents. Incorporating anecdotes from actual teaching, they blend the
latest scientific research with innovative, original techniques for making
the practices accessible and interesting to this age group. This text is an
indispensable handbook for mindfulness instruction in its own right, and
a robust companion volume for teachers using The Mindful Schools Curriculum for Adolescents.

M AT T H E W B R E N S I LV E R , a clinical specialist in psychiatry at UCLA’s

J o A N N A H A R DY , a mindfulness teacher

Sheila Menezes

in schools since 2005, lives in Los Angeles, California.

Macklin Woodruff

Merritt Duff

School of Medicine, lives in Berkeley, California.

O R E N JAY S O F E R , senior program developer for Mindful Schools, lives
in Richmond, California.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

Engineering Education
for the Next Generation
A Nature-Inspired Approach

Samuel Cord Stier

$39.95# original paperback (Can. $53.95) • CQ 10
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71377-0
7̋ × 10̋ • 150 photographs • 400 pages • EDUCATION

Your students will not only understand
engineering principles, but also use them
to design and make their own Nature-
inspired inventions.

S

tudded with more than 150 photos of natural phenomena and Nature-
inspired technologies, this fascinating and practical book clearly
demonstrates that engineering design is broadly relevant for all students,
not just those who may become scientists or engineers. Samuel Cord Stier
provides activities for students at every grade level to explore design concepts and engage in activities aligned with the design standards of the
NGSS and the maker movement. Kids will love seeing how snail-inspired
fluid dynamics are built into the design of flexible armor and bulletproof
vests, and how ant-and bird-inspired algorithms have transformed video
games and robots.
Engineering Education for the Next Generation is a wonderful introduction to the topic for any teacher who wants to understand more about
engineering design in particular, and STEM in general.

Tammy Mildenstein

SA M U E L CO R D ST I E R

110 October

is founder and director of the Center for Learning with

Nature. A conservation biologist and author of award-winning curriculum, he teaches science and sustainable design at the Otis College of Art and Design in Los Angeles, California.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

Creating
Confident Writers
For High School, College, and Life

Troy Hicks and Andy Schoenborn

$29.95# original paperback (Can. $39.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71416-6
7̋ × 10̋ • 15 black-and-white images • 224 pages • EDUCATION

“We need to help students see that writing
can be for an audience other than a teacher,
and for a purpose beyond getting a grade.”

A

Julie Schoenborn

Sara Beauchamp Hicks

ddressing their colleagues in secondary and college writing instruction, Troy Hicks and Andy Schoenborn initiate a collaborative conversation about instructional decision-
making that works to encourage the growth of students as confident writers. Chapters seek common
ground on such topics as fostering student agency and goal-setting, optimizing the use of class time and technology, and using formative and
summative assessments. Examples of assignments, student work, assessment tasks, and teacher reflections are included throughout. The book’s
approach builds on significant framing documents from NCTE, NWP, the
Council of Writing Program Administrators, ISTE, and the CCSS.
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T R OY H I C KS , an English professor and literacy author, lives in St.
S C H O E N B O R N , an English teacher and

Johns, Michigan. A N DY

freshman composition instructor, lives in Midland, Michigan. They are the
director and teacher consultant for the Chippewa River Writing Project
(NWP) Site.
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P A PERB A C K O R I G I N A L

Student Mental Health
A Guide for Teachers, School and District
Leaders, School Psychologists, Social Workers,
Counselors, Parents, and Clinicians
UPDATED AND EXPANDED

William Dikel, MD

$34.95# original paperback (Can. $45.95) • CQ 16
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71412-8
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 384 pages • EDUCATION
(original hardcover: 978-0-393-70864-6)

From ADHD to schizophrenia, and
everything in between, what you need
to know about how kids’ mental health
impacts them in school.

C

hances are every classroom in America includes at least one student
with a mental health disorder, possibly even in the severe range.
William Dikel demystifies the most common child and adolescent mental health issues, describes how they affect students’ ability to learn, and
provides practical, evidence-based interventions that teachers can implement. This updated and expanded edition incorporates the most current research, providing a comprehensive reference on identifying and
responding to the mental h
 ealth needs of students with a full continuum
of school-based services.
At a time when mental health issues are straining the capacity of
schools to understand and meet students’ needs, Student Mental Health
is an invaluable resource for everyone involved, from school leaders to
teachers, counselors, and parents.

W I L L I A M D I K E L , M D,

is a child and adolescent psychiatrist who consults with edu-

cators nationwide, in settings varying from general education classrooms to self-contained
Sarah Pierce

special education programs for severely emotionally disturbed students. He lives in Minne-
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apolis, Minnesota.
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In Teachers We Trust
The Finnish Way to World-class Schools

Pasi Sahlberg and Timothy D. Walker
Foreword by Andy Hargreaves

$25.95 hardcover (Can. $34.95) • CQ 24
Territory W • ISBN 978-0-393-71400-5
6.125̋ × 9.25̋ • 240 pages • EDUCATION

Seven key principles from Finland for
building a culture of trust in schools
around the world.

I

• Targeted outreach to
national media
• Online features, reviews,
and promotion
• Radio and online interviews

n the spring of 2018, thousands of teachers across the United States—
in states like Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Arizona—walked off their jobs
while calling for higher wages and better working conditions. Ultimately,
these American educators trumpeted a simple request: treat us like professionals. Teachers in many other countries feel the same way as their US
counterparts.
In Teachers We Trust presents a compelling vision, offering practical
ideas for educators and school leaders wishing to develop teacher-powered
education systems. It reveals why teachers in Finland hold high status, and
shows what the country’s trust-based school system looks like in action.
Pasi Sahlberg and Timothy D. Walker suggest seven key principles for
building a culture of trust in schools, from offering clinical training for
future teachers to encouraging student agency to fostering a collaborative
professionalism among educators. In Teachers We Trust is essential reading for all teachers, administrators, and parents who entrust their children to American schools.

• Library marketing
• Academic marketing
• Walker has been featured
in the Atlantic and runs a
popular blog and video
series at TaughtByFinland
.com

is a Finnish educator, and his book Finn-

ish Lessons 2.0 brought worldwide attention to Finland’s educaDavid Popa

Damir Klaic Kljuc

PAS I SA H L B E R G

• Author lectures and
presentations

tional system.

T I M OT H Y D. WA L K E R

is an American teacher

and writer living in Espoo, Finland. He is the author of Teach Like Finland.
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N O RTO N C R I T I C A L E D I T I O N S

Quicksand
Edited by Carla Kaplan

Nella Larsen
$14.50n • ISBN 978-0-393-93242-3
Territory X • 320 pages
OCTOBER

The Picture of Dorian
Gray (Third Edition)
Edited by Michael Patrick Gillespie

Oscar Wilde
$16.00n • ISBN 978-0-393-69687-5
Territory W • 544 pages
NOVEMBER

E. E. Cummings:
Selected Works
Edited by Milton A. Cohen

E. E. Cummings
$17.00n • ISBN 978-0-393-61711-5
Territory W • 304 pages
OCTOBER

The Odyssey
Translated and edited by Emily Wilson

Don Quijote
(Second Edition)

Homer

Translated by Burton Raffel; edited
and with a revised translation by
Diana de Armas Wilson

$19.00n • ISBN 978-0-393-65506-3
Territory W • 400 pages

Miguel de Cervantes

NOVEMBER

$18.50n • ISBN 978-0-393-61747-4
Territory W • 880 pages

(also available as an ebook)
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Worldwide excluding Canada and the Commonwealth
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and the European Union
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BALINT, Kafka’s Last Trial. First serial, audio: Norton. All
other rights: Deborah Harris.
BEIL, What Linnaeus Saw. First serial, audio, UK, translation: Norton. Dramatic: Writer’s House.
BERENSON, The Accusation. First serial, Audio: Norton.
All other rights: Sandra Dijkstra Literary Agency.
BETTS, Felon. All rights: Norton.
BLAIR, The Envious Siblings. First serial, audio, UK,
translation: Norton. Dramatic: Hansen Literary
Management.
BOOT, Corrosion of Conservatism. Audio: Norton. All
other rights: WME.
BRENSILVER, HARDY, AND SOFER, Teaching Mindfulness to
Empower Adolescents. All rights: Norton.
BROTHERS, Help! All rights: Norton.
CABANISS AND HOLOSHITZ, Different Patients, Different
Therapies. All rights: Norton.
CAIRO, How Charts Lie. First serial, audio, UK, translation: Norton. Dramatic: LaunchBooks.
CASE, How to Treat People. Rights information available
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CATAPANO AND GARLAND-THOMSON, About Us. Audio,
UK, translation: Norton. All other rights: The New York
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CITKOWITZ, The Shades. Audio: Norton. All other rights:
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DUNLOP, The Food of Sichuan. All rights: Michael Joseph
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